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Executive Summary

The Department of Planning and Environment has introduced new planning controls to
increase housing choice and improve affordability. The new controls support the delivery of
homes by increasing housing choice, standardising controls across the Growth Centres and
aligning planning controls with industry finance and delivery models through new approval
pathways. These changes will increase choice, reduce costs and deliver more housing in
growth areas.
The Housing Diversity Package responds to fundamental changes occurring in the housing
market, being driven by demographics, affordability and lifestyle trends. These changes are
increasing the demand for more diverse and affordable housing, including alternatives to the
‘traditional’ detached house.
The Package amends the Growth Centres State Environment Planning Policy (Growth
Centres SEPP) and Growth Centre Precinct Development Control Plans (DCP) to provide
consistent planning controls for the assessment and delivery of small lot housing. The
changes also ensure that approval pathways for small lot housing do not financially constrain
developers and home builders that rely on split contracts for subdivision and home building.
The new controls do the following:
 Broaden the range of permissible housing types across the residential zones;
 Standardise and align minimum lot size and residential density controls;
 Include new definitions for studio dwellings and manor homes; and
 Introduce new subdivision approval pathways that will make smaller lot housing
products more price-competitive and commercially viable.
A Dwelling Density Guide demonstrates how the new controls enable a range of housing
types and lot sizes to be used to achieve residential densities.
The Department has consulted widely with Growth Centre Councils, the development and
home building industries and key stakeholders when preparing the proposed new controls.
The Housing Diversity Package was publicly exhibited from 29 August 2013 and 14 October
2013. During the public exhibition period, Growth Centre Councils and key stakeholders
were informed of the proposed new controls and invited to comment. 31 submissions were
received.
The Department has reviewed all submissions and has addressed issues including:
 Ensuring small lot housing in low density areas is well located;
 Maintaining the distinction between low and medium density zones;
 Ensuring the controls will result in an appropriate mix of housing;
 The appropriateness of minimum lot sizes in low and medium density zones;
 Ensuring approval pathways will result in good development outcomes; and
 The potential for increased densities to impact on infrastructure capacity.
The Department has responded to the issues by amending the controls. Where changes
have not been made in response to submissions, the reasons are documented in this report.
The new controls have been improved as a result of the consultation process and will deliver
increased housing choice and affordability in new growth areas.
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2

Introduction

The Housing Diversity Package was publicly exhibited in late 2013, and following the
exhibition and amendments to address issues raised in submissions, the new controls have
been finalised and are now operational. This report documents the public consultation
process and issues raised in submissions, and during individual briefing sessions with each
Growth Centre Council, industry representatives and other stakeholders, and reports on how
they have been addressed in the finalisation of the Housing Diversity Package.
2.1

The need for increased housing choice

Significant changes are occurring in the housing market, driven by demographics,
affordability and lifestyle trends. While families continue to be the main home buyers in new
release areas, demand continues to increase in these areas from a wider range of
household types like empty-nesters, first home buyers and single people. The majority of
new homes constructed in release areas have historically been well suited to families with
relatively high incomes, but do not cater well to the needs of other home buyers. There is a
need to diversify the types of housing available in new release areas to meet market
demand, and to ensure housing is affordable.
The NSW Government has changed planning controls that apply in Sydney’s Growth
Centres to enable developers and home builders to offer affordable housing that
homebuyers want.
The objectives of the Housing Diversity Package are to:
 establish consistent planning controls for residential subdivision and home building
across the North West and South West Growth Centres;
 ensure planning controls reflect housing demand and contribute to the availability of
affordable housing in Sydney’s Growth Centres;
 align development assessment and approval processes for subdivision and housing
construction with current project home business models and finance methods;
 ensure appropriate subdivision and design controls to deliver quality urban and
streetscape outcomes.
2.2

How will the changes increase housing choice and affordability?

The Housing Diversity Package does two things to achieve these objectives:
1. Broadens the range of permitted housing types, including small lot housing, terraces
and studio dwellings; and
2. Improves subdivision and home building approval pathways to make it easier and
more commercially viable to build a range of housing types.
2.3

How have the planning controls changed?

The Housing Diversity Package amends planning controls for residential subdivision and
house construction that apply to all Precincts across the North-West and South-West Growth
Centres. The new controls will also be applied consistently across all Growth Centre
Precincts as detailed planning is completed. The amendments apply to:
1. State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006
(the Growth Centres SEPP), which is amended to:
o widen the range of permitted housing types in residential zones;
o standardise minimum lot sizes;
o align minimum lot sizes with residential density requirements;
o introduce new definitions, such as studio dwellings and manor homes; and
o introduce new subdivision and house construction approval pathways.
2

2. All Growth Centre Development Control Plans, to include new controls for
subdivision, streetscape and residential design.
The package also includes a Dwelling Density Guide that demonstrates, through subdivision
design principles, how a greater diversity of housing types can achieve a range of residential
densities from 15 dwellings per hectare to 25 dwellings per hectare. It also provides
examples of houses currently being built in new release areas to showcase examples of
houses that have been purpose-designed to fit on smaller lots.
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How the Housing Diversity Package will operate

3.1

Summary of the Housing Diversity Package

State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 (Growth
Centres SEPP), sets minimum residential density requirements for new release areas.
Planning controls that restrict the types of housing or lot sizes and which require specific
approval pathways for certain dwelling types, have in some locations constrained
achievement of residential density targets and dwelling mix that meets market demand.
These difficulties are more apparent in medium density areas, where planning controls have
limited the options available to developers to deliver diverse and more dense housing at the
right price.
The Housing Diversity Package aligns permissible housing types and lot sizes with minimum
density requirements. The amendments do not increase the minimum density requirements;
they introduce more flexibility to enable developers to meet the density requirements using
more dwelling types.
A case study:
Under previous controls dwelling houses (a single house on its own block of land) were prohibited in
some medium density residential zones. This meant that a home builder was required to achieve
densities of 25 dwellings per hectare using attached dwellings (terraces), multi-unit housing
(townhouses, typically strata subdivided) or residential flat buildings (apartments). These housing
types can be more expensive to construct, and also mean that the developer can’t sell a block of land
before the house is constructed. These restrictions have, for many developers and home builders,
meant that these types of housing can’t be constructed and sold at a price homebuyers are willing to
pay.
Under the new planning controls, dwelling houses are permissible in areas with a minimum density of
25 dwellings per hectare, and minimum lot sizes are set which enable subdivision to achieve the
minimum density. This means that a developer can subdivide and sell smaller housing blocks, and a
home buyer can buy the land and choose a house that has been designed specifically for that smaller
block. The developer has lower financing, holding and construction costs, and the home buyer pays
less stamp duty. The home buyer can also choose to buy a property that is not part of a strata title
scheme. Under the new controls housing choice is broader, and there are direct savings that
translate into cheaper housing.

The Housing Diversity Package includes three key components:
 Amendments to the Growth Centres SEPP that standardise permissible dwelling
types, amend minimum lot sizes and tie lot size and dwelling permissibility to
minimum residential densities. An overview of how the Growth Centres SEPP will
operate following the changes is outlined in Section 2.2.
 Amendments to the Growth Centre DCPs to apply consistent controls for subdivision,
residential development, streetscape outcomes and subdivision approval pathways
across the Growth Centres.
 The Dwelling Density Guide, which supports the SEPP and DCP amendments by
demonstrating opportunities to deliver small lot housing and achieve required
densities through subdivision design. The guide is a reference for councils,
developers and home builders in subdivision design and development assessment.
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3.2

How the Growth Centres SEPP will operate

Table 1 outlines how the amendments to the Growth Centres SEPP and individual Precinct
Plans will work to:
 allow additional dwelling types to be permitted in certain locations and densities;
 allow lot sizes for all dwelling types to vary based on density target;
 establish the framework for the use of Building Envelope plans to approve
subdivisions for lots between 225m2 and 300m2 and future dwellings on these lots;
and
 establish the framework to use the Integrated Housing approval pathway to approve
dwellings and subdivisions for lots between 125m2 and 300m2.
The references to clause numbers in Table 1 apply to the majority of Precinct Plans however
there are subtle variances that apply to some Precincts due to the differences in how each
Precinct Plan has been drafted.
Table 1 - Growth Centres SEPP Amendment
Permissible
dwelling types

In some Precinct Plans, both the R2 and R3 zones have more than
one residential density target that applies. As such, the land use
tables for the R2 and R3 zones have been standardised to permit
dwelling types that offer sufficient diversity to achieve the minimum
densities and achieve reasonable amenity.
For the R2 zone minimum densities are typically either 15 or 20
dwellings per hectare. Dual occupancies, dwelling houses, secondary
dwellings, semi-detached dwellings and studio dwellings are
permitted.
Location controls also permit other dwelling types in the R2 zone
and are described further below.
In the R3 zone, densities are typically at least 25 dwellings per
hectare and permitted dwelling types include dwelling houses, semidetached dwellings, manor homes, and studio dwellings in addition to
more ‘traditional’ medium density housing like townhouses and
apartments.

Lot sizes

New clause 4.1AB sets minimum lot sizes for all dwelling types. The
lot sizes also vary depending on the minimum density requirement.
New clause 4.1AC sets minimum lot sizes for secondary dwellings in
the R2 and R3 zones.
For dwelling houses, the minimum lot sizes can be less than in clause
4.1AB:
 under clause 4.1AD, where more detail is provided, through
either a Building Envelope Plan or Integrated Housing
approval process, on the subdivision plans (see Approval
Pathways below).
 Under clause 4.1AE, in certain locations (see Location
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controls below).
under clause 4.1AF where minimum densities are 20
dwellings per hectare or more. Integrated subdivision and
dwelling approval is required for houses on these lots (see
Approval Pathways below).

Note: Clause 4.1A continues to set minimum lot sizes for residential
development in non-residential zones.
Location controls

Where land is located near parks, schools, or shopping centres:
 Clause 4.1AE allows the minimum lot size for dwelling houses
to be less than otherwise permitted under clause 4.1AD); and
 Local provisions in Part 6 of each Precinct Plan allow attached
dwellings and multi dwelling housing, and manor homes
above 20 dwellings per hectare.

Approval
Pathways

Mechanisms to allow the minimum lot size for dwellings houses to be
varied by providing Building Envelope Plans or utilising the Integrated
Housing approval pathway are now included within each of the
Precinct Plans.
 Clause 4.1AA allows a lot for a dwelling house to be between
225m2 and 300m2 if a Building Envelope Plan is provided with
the subdivision application. The Building Envelope Plan must
be considered in the approval of dwellings on those lots.
 Alternatively, the subdivision and house design can be
approved at the same time (this is referred to as Integrated
Development).
 For lots less than 225m2, the Integrated Development
pathway applies.

3.3

Consistency with State Policies

The changes in the Housing Diversity Package are consistent with State Policies. An
assessment of the consistency of the Package with relevant State Policies is included at
Appendix A.
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4

Public Exhibition

4.1

Introduction

The Housing Diversity Package was publicly exhibited from the 29 August 2013 to 14
October 2013. The exhibition provided the opportunity to inform Growth Centre Councils
and key stakeholders of proposed changes in the Housing Diversity Package and provide
comment on the proposed changes.
Following exhibition, the Department considered all submissions and considered options to
address specific issues. All submissions received by the Department have been included in
the submissions report at Appendix B.
4.2

Exhibited Materials

The following documentation was publicly exhibited as part of the Housing Diversity
Package:


An Explanation of intended effect of the proposed amendment to State
Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 – to amend
the list of housing types permitted in the R2 and R3 residential zones and align
minimum lot sizes with residential density requirements;



Draft SEPP Maps;



Draft Growth Centres Amending Development Control Plan (No.1) 2013 (Draft
Growth Centres DCP);



Planning Report Supporting Delivery in Greenfield Release Areas - Housing
Diversity;



Housing Choice and Affordability in Growth Areas Dwelling Density Guide; and



A report by The Treadstone Company Pty Ltd, titled The Delivery of Medium Density
Housing in New Release Areas, dated October 2012.

4.3

Exhibition Venues

The draft Package was available to the public at the following locations:


Department of Planning and Infrastructure, Level 5, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta



Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 23 - 33 Bridge St, Sydney



Growth Centres website, www.growthcentres.nsw.gov.au



Department of Planning and Infrastructure website, www.planning.nsw.gov.au
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4.4

Public Notice

The exhibition was notified in local newspapers, as outlined in Table 2:
Table 2 – Newspaper Advertisements

Media

Appearance Dates

Placement

Blacktown Advocate
Blacktown Sun
Hills News
Hills Shire Times
Rouse Hill Times
South West

4 September 2013
3 September 2013
3 September 2013
3 September 2013
4 September 2013

Early General News
Early General News
Early General News
Early General News
Early General News

Camden Advertiser
Camden-Macarthur Advertiser
Liverpool Leader
Liverpool City Champion
Macarthur Chronicle
South Western Rural Advertiser

4 September 2013
4 September 2013
4 September 2013
4 September 2013
3 September 2013
4 September 2013

Early General News
Early General News
Early General News
Early General News
Early General News
Early General News

North West

4.5

Notification of Key Stakeholders

Direct notification of the Package was given to the six councils within the Growth Centre
Councils, including Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Liverpool, The Hills and
Hawkesbury Councils. Both electronic and hard copies of the Housing Diversity Package
were provided to these councils.
The Department wrote to 60 key stakeholders at the commencement of exhibition in August
2013 advising of the public exhibition and providing a copy of the Housing Diversity
Package. These stakeholders included Growth Centre Council staff and Mayors, other
western Sydney Councils, State Members, and development industry interest groups. The
list of key stakeholders is at Appendix C.
The Department also sent emails to a further 18 high growth councils within NSW (listed at
Appendix D) to inform them of the exhibition period and refer them to the exhibition
documents online.
Consultation during Exhibition
The Department held individual briefings during the exhibition period with each of the six
Growth Centre Council’s planning and development staff to go through the package in detail
on the following dates:
 Blacktown – 16 September 2013
 Camden Council – 10 September 2013
 Campbelltown Council – 17 September 2013
 Hawkesbury Council – 18 September 2013
 Liverpool Council – 13 September 2013
 The Hills Shire Council – 20 September 2013
8

In addition to briefing council staff, the Department offered to brief all Growth Centre
Councillors. Briefings were provided to Campbelltown and Camden Councillors.
The Department held a number of briefings for industry representatives as requested,
including the Urban Development Institute of Australia and Property Council of Australia to
discuss issues associated with the proposed amendments to the Growth Centres SEPP and
DCPs.
Pre-exhibition Workshops
During the preparation of the Housing Diversity Package, the Department invited all six
Growth Centres councils and a range of stakeholders from the building and development
industry to participate in discussions about the proposed amendments. These workshops
assisted to develop the draft controls.
The Department held two workshops with councils in October 2012 and March 2013 to
discuss the proposed amendments to the Growth Centres SEPP and DCPs. Key feedback
from councils included:
- general support for the need for housing diversity within the Growth Centres,
- concern about the potential dominance of small lot housing;
- blurring the distinction between the low and medium density zones;
- concern about council’s ability to secure high quality built form outcomes when
dealing with small lot housing.
The development and building industry was also consulted through:
 participation in interviews by the Department’s consultant during the preparation of
an Issues Paper in October 2012, and
 a workshop in March 2013 to discuss proposed changes to the Growth Centres
SEPP and DCPs.
In addition, and in partnership with UrbanGrowth NSW, the Department organised tours of
UrbanGrowth NSW’s Thornton development at North Penrith in April and May 2013, to
showcase how quality compact lot housing can be delivered. Planning staff from most of the
Growth Centre councils have visited the Thornton development project. A number of elected
representatives from the Hills Shire Council and Camden Council have also visited Thornton.
Post Exhibition Workshops
The Department held workshops with Growth Centre Councils on 12 December 2013 and
industry representatives on 13 December 2013 to provide an update on the key issues
raised during exhibition and outline suggested approaches to a number of detailed issues
relating to development assessment and construction.
The sessions provided guidance on key construction and delivery issues, including zero lot
line, studio dwellings, staged development application consents, structure of consents,
abutting dwellings and building envelope plans. As a result of these workshops, a suite of
“Delivery Notes” that provide guidance on implementation of the new controls has been
prepared as part of the Housing Diversity Package.
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5

Summary of Submissions

5.1

Number of submissions

A total of 31 submissions were received on the Housing Diversity Package. Submissions
were accepted online and by mail, fax and email. All submissions are listed and
summarised at Appendix B.
A summary of submissions grouped into major stakeholder groups is provided at Table 3.
Table 3

Summary of Submissions

Received From

No of Submissions

Local Government - Growth Centres

4

Local Government - Other

4

Local or State Representatives

2

State Government Agencies and Utility Providers

1

Industry representatives

13

Landowners and other community members

7

TOTAL

31

5.2

Consideration of late submissions

Whilst the formal closing date for submissions was 14 October 2013, any submissions
received after that have been considered and are included in the summary at Table 3-1.
5.3

Response to Submissions

Following publication of the amended Growth Centres SEPP and Growth Centre DCPs,
letters will be sent to all submitters to advise of the Minister’s decision. This report will also
be published on the Growth Centres website and the Department website.
5.4

Key issues raised in submissions

All submissions received were read and considered by Departmental staff. Key issues raised
by Growth Centre Councils include:


Location of small lot housing in low density areas



Distinction between R2 Low Density and R3 Medium density zones



Providing housing diversity



Urban design and streetscape outcomes



Minimum lot sizes



Subdivision approval pathways



Increased densities and impact on infrastructure
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5.5

Industry Submissions

The key issues outlined above generally relate to concerns raised by local councils. Industry
was generally supportive of the proposed changes in the Housing Diversity Package and
submissions generally related to detailed issues regarding development controls and
delivery issues.
These matters included zero lot lines, garage dominance, setbacks and site coverage
controls, urban design principles, location and design outcomes for small lot housing and
consistency with the Codes SEPP. Please see Appendix B for a summary of industry and
public submissions.
These key matters raised were discussed with industry representatives in December 2013
and have been addressed through amendments to the draft DCP, Dwelling Density Guide
and supporting Delivery Notes.
A further issue raised by industry was the extension of the Housing Diversity Package to
release areas outside the Sydney Growth Centres. At this stage, the proposed changes only
apply to the Growth Centres; however further work may be undertaken to expand the
package to other release areas outside the Growth Centres.
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6

Consideration of and responses to submissions

This section identifies the key issues raised in submissions and also those raised in ongoing
discussions with Council, State agencies, industry representatives and key stakeholder
groups and how the Department has responded to issues raised. All submissions received
by the Department were reviewed and considered in detail.
6.1

Location and quantity of small lot and medium density housing

The amended Growth Centres SEPP broadens the permissible housing types in the R2 and
R3 zones. The draft controls proposed permitting multi-dwelling housing, attached dwellings
and manor homes in the R2 Low Density Zone and generally permitting dwelling houses on
smaller lots. However, Councils were concerned that allowing these housing types and
smaller lot sizes across all land zoned R2 may result in dense housing in areas with limited
access to services, transport or infrastructure.
To address this issue for land that is zoned R2 and has a minimum density of 15 dwellings
per hectare, the new controls permit attached dwellings, multi-dwelling housing, and dwelling
houses on lots smaller than 250m2, only on land that:


fronts open space (Zone RE1); or



fronts a local centre (Zone B1, B2 and B4); or



fronts drainage land or a school (Zone SP2) that is also within 400m of a local centre
(Zone B1 or B2).

In other locations more flexibility is required in the location of different dwelling types to
achieve the required densities. For this reason, these dwelling types and lot sizes are
permitted on all land zoned R2 with a minimum density of 20 dwellings per hectare, through
a local provision in the GC SEPP.
6.2

Differentiating between low density and medium density residential zones

The proposed SEPP amendment increases the range of housing types permissible across
the R2 and R3 zones.
Growth Centres Councils were concerned about the impact of small lot housing and medium
density house types on the amenity and character of traditional ‘low density’ areas. Councils
were concerned that the inclusion of medium density housing types in the R2 zone is
inconsistent with the low density objectives of the zone and undermine the distinction
between the low and medium density residential zones.
Widening the range of housing types in the R2 and R3 zones is a critical feature of the
Housing Diversity package. The package aims to align housing types and minimum lot sizes
to density targets to ensure that residential density targets can be achieved across the
Growth Centres.
There is currently a high degree of variation in the range of permissible housing types across
residential zones in the Growth Centres. In addition, there is increasing demand for housing
types other than the traditional detached home on a larger block. There is a need to allow a
range of housing types across the residential zones to make it easier for density targets to
be achieved and provide opportunities for different and more affordable housing types.
The Department acknowledges councils comments in regards to blurring the distinction
between the R2 and R3 zones; however, these concerns are largely addressed by linking
12

housing types and minimum lot sizes to minimum residential densities and through the
location controls in low density areas (described in section 5.2).
In the draft controls, Manor Homes were permissible on corner lots on all land with a density
of 15dw/ha and above. In response to issues raised in submissions, Manor homes are no
longer a permissible housing with a minimum residential density of 15dwellings per hectare.
Manor homes are permitted on corner lots in areas of 20d/ha and 25d/ha; while for densities
of 30d/ha and above, manor homes are permitted in all locations.
6.3

Delivering more Diverse Housing

The Housing Diversity Package aims to provide a diverse range of housing types,
particularly smaller housing products across the Growth Centres; however, a key issue
raised by councils was that the package did not include any provisions to ensure that new
developments provide a range of lot sizes and housing types.
Although the package creates opportunities for housing diversity, there were no specific
controls in the exhibited package to require a range of lots sizes and housing types to be
delivered across new developments. Councils were concerned that new developments could
be comprised entirely of smaller lots, leading to poor streetscape and urban design
outcomes.
The Department has responded to this issue by introducing a lot mix control in the proposed
DCP to ensure a mixture of lot types and housing types are delivered. The proposed lot mix
control states that no more than 40% of total lots proposed in a subdivision application may
be of the same lot type. Variation in lot mix is determined by lot frontage width, with a
difference of 1 metre required to satisfy the control. For example, lots of 9m and 10m will be
considered to be the same lot type. To demonstrate compliance, development applications
for subdivision must include a lot mix table, showing lot types, number and percentage of
overall lots.
Other provisions in the DCPs require a range of residential types to be provided to ensure a
mix of housing types and lot sizes to provide positive streetscape outcomes with distinctive
neighbourhood character.
6.4

Urban design and streetscape outcomes

The Housing Diversity Package moves away from a ‘one size fits all’ approach and more
strongly relates streetscape outcomes and density.
An issue raised by Growth Centre councils was how to ensure quality streetscape outcomes
and neighbourhood amenity, particularly in relation to small lot housing. Councils also had
concerns about impacts associated with privacy, solar access, noise and car parking on
neighbourhood amenity. The design and function of laneways was also raised as an issue
by some Growth Centre councils.
The Housing Diversity Package includes objectives and controls that recognise design and
orientation outcomes must be considered when designing small lot housing to ensure good
amenity can be achieved. In response to councils concern regarding streetscape and
neighbourhood amenity, Public Domain Plans have been introduced in the DCP to ensure
the public domain and streetscape is considered at the subdivision stage.
Public Domain Plans are required with subdivision applications that include lots less than
300m². The Public Domain Plan includes information such as driveway location, on-street
13

car parking, street tree locations and verge design. The aim of the Public Domain Plan is to
coordinate these elements of the streetscape and to minimise the need for changes to things
like driveway locations and street trees when houses are built.
The exhibited draft DCP did not include solar access controls for small lots (less than 9m), in
densities of 25d/ha. Councils were generally opposed to the lack of solar access controls
and in response, the Department has introduced solar access controls for narrow lots (less
than 9m) in densities of 25d/ha.
Councils also raised concern about the proposed minimum laneway dimensions. Laneways
are a key element in the delivery of the rear-accessed housing types, including townhouses
and terraces. In response to councils concerns, the Department engaged Brown Consulting
to review the laneway cross sections to ensure issues such as manoeuvring, pedestrian and
cyclist safety and waste collection are addressed.
The review demonstrated that the minimum laneway cross sections in the draft DCP are
appropriate for the function of laneways. For further guidance a delivery note has also been
prepared to assist in councils and industry in the design and assessment of laneways.
The draft DCP contains additional provisions to ensure new developments provide quality
streetscape outcomes and neighbourhood amenity. The draft DCP includes detailed
controls, such as restricting narrow lot houses to single garages to reduce garage
dominance and limiting narrow lot types (7m-9m) to 20% of the street length to encourage
attractive and diverse streetscapes.
Finally, the Housing Density Guide provides guidance on good subdivision principles and
ensures subdivisions that include small lot housing are well planned and provide quality
streetscape outcomes. The guide has been updated following exhibition to demonstrate key
subdivision design principles for small lot housing and show how the controls in the draft
DCP can be achieved.
6.5

Minimum lot sizes

The SEPP includes revised minimum lot sizes to provide greater opportunity for medium
density development to be provided through detached housing on smaller lots. The package
also standardises minimum lot sizes across the Growth Centres.
The exhibited package proposed minimum lot sizes for dwelling houses of 225m2 for low
density areas (density of 15d/ha). This was approach led to concerns for Growth Centre
Councils. Councils questioned the need to reduce minimum lot sizes in low density areas, as
it is possible to meet densities of 15 dwellings per hectare without the need to apply a 225m2
minimum across all low density residential areas.
In response to Councils concerns the minimum lot sizes have been revised in the proposed
SEPP. The minimum lot sizes for dwelling houses at densities up to 15 dwellings per hectare
are:
-

250m2 to 360m2 in density target of 10d/ha
250m2 to 300m2 in density target of 12.5d/ha
225m2 to 250m2 in density target of15d/ha

The change is to better align with existing minimum lot sizes, low density character and
recognises that minimum residential densities can be achieved without the need to reduce
minimum lot sizes at these densities.
14

6.6

Subdivision Approval Pathways

The Housing Diversity Package introduces two new subdivision approval pathways, referred
to as Pathway A2 and Pathway B1.
These new approval pathways have been introduced to make it easier for industry to
overcome financial barriers faced when delivering smaller housing products under the
traditional integrated housing approval process. Typically, dwellings and subdivision works
are required to be completed before a house and land package can be sold, adding
significant holding costs and financial risk to the development.
Pathway A2 allows subdivision of lots between 225m² and 300m² or less than 9m, when
accompanied by a Building Envelope Plan. A Building Envelope Plan establishes design
controls for future buildings on the subject lots to enable the coordination of services, public
domain and the built form on other lots. This provides certainty that future dwellings can be
accommodated on the lots, without the need for dwelling designs to be submitted.
Pathway B1 is an integrated subdivision approval but allows lots to be registered prior to the
construction of the dwellings. Pathway B1 applies to lots between 125m² and 225m², and
requires dwelling designs to be submitted with the subdivision application, but dwellings may
be constructed independently (abutting dwellings).
A number of councils raised concern that the approval pathways would not provide certainty
in relation to amenity, built form and streetscape outcomes. A further issue raised was that
Building Envelope Plans do not provide sufficient information to determine a subdivision DA
for small lot housing.
The approval pathways do not switch off the ability for the consent authority to undertake a
merit based assessment during the DA stage but enable councils to see the proposed
arrangement of a future lot to varying degrees and provide opportunities for amenity,
neighbourhood relations and potential inter boundary conflicts to be appropriately assessed.
The package will enable developers and builders to deliver these outcomes under existing
business models and without restricting their ability to finance projects. The proposed
planning controls emphasise design quality and amenity for residents and provides a sound
basis for Councils to assess and approve applications where appropriate standards can be
met.
To support councils in the assessment of development applications under the proposed A2
and B1 approval pathway, delivery notes have been prepared. The delivery notes will outline
the information required on a Building Envelope Plan, structure of consents and staged
consents under the new approval pathways.
6.7

Potential for increased densities and impact on infrastructure

The density targets set out the minimum density that must be achieved across the Growth
Centre Precincts. The Housing Diversity package does not propose any changes to density
targets established in the Precinct Plans under the Growth Centres SEPP.
Growth Centre Councils raised concern about increased densities as a result of the
proposed changes in the Housing Diversity Package. Councils suggested consideration be
given to placing a cap on densities and concentrating higher densities around key transport
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nodes and services. Councils were also concerned that increased densities will impact on
infrastructure capacity and availability.
The Department acknowledges councils comments in relation to the potential for increased
densities; however, the density targets are set only as minimum targets to be achieved. The
Housing Diversity Package aims to provide greater opportunities for density targets to be
achieved as current planning controls and delivery options do not provide flexible options to
meet density targets. Precinct Planning establishes residential density targets, with higher
residential density targets located in areas within close proximity to major transport hubs or
areas of greater amenity.
The residential density targets are set as minimum targets to be achieved for development.
The density targets provide a baseline measure for infrastructure planning; however, if there
is a significant increase in dwelling yield within a Precinct, Councils will be able to review and
adjust the provision of essential infrastructure in Section 94 Plans response to any increase
in development.
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6.8

Additional changes post-exhibition

Development Control Plan
The draft DCPs include new and updated controls relating to subdivision design, streetscape
and dwelling design. Table 4 outlines the key changes to the DCP following exhibition:
Table 4 – Key changes to draft DCP
Lot mix
New control included to require no more than 40% of total lots in a
subdivision application to be of the same lot type. This control is
primarily determined by lot frontage and a variation of plus or minus
more than 1m is required. For example, lots of 9m and 10m are
considered one type of lot under this control. This control does not
apply to integrated approvals for attached and abutting dwellings.
Public Domain Plans
The DCP includes a requirement for Public Domain Plans to be
submitted with subdivision applications using approval pathways A2,
B1 and B2. Public Domain Plans demonstrate how the development of
the public domain will be coordinated with future development, and
includes driveways, on-street car parking, street trees and landscaping.
Solar access
Solar access controls added for lots less than 9m in density targets of
25d/ha and above. This control requires at least three hours of sunlight
between 9am and 3pm at 21 June to at least 50% of the principal
private open space of: all affected neighbouring properties and at least
70% of proposed dwellings.
Zero lot boundaries
Updated control relating to easements for zero lot dwellings. No eaves,
gutters or services of the dwelling on the benefited lot will be permitted
within the easement.
Studio Dwellings
New controls have been included for studio dwellings. A new control
establishes the maximum floor area for studio dwellings as 75m².
The laneways section has been updated to establish the maximum
number of studio dwellings or secondary dwellings along a lane. Under
this control no more than 25% of lots are to have studio dwellings or
secondary dwellings (corner lots are excluded).

Dwelling Density Guide
The Dwelling Density Guide identifies existing examples of innovative housing types and
provides guidance on subdivision design and housing type mix to achieve prescribed
residential density targets.
The Dwelling Density Guide has been updated to improve useability and incorporate key
subdivision design principles into the example subdivision layouts to identify the
considerations that need to be addressed in subdivision design. The Dwelling Density Guide
has been updated to include the relevant principles from the proposed SEPP and DCP for
each example subdivision layout, including location of small lot housing.
Delivery Notes
A suite of delivery notes has been prepared to provide guidance on a range of construction
and delivery issues raised in submissions.
Delivery notes have been prepared on the following eight topics:




Zero lot boundary walls
Building Envelope Plans
Public Domain Plans
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Abutting dwellings
Consent structure
Staged DAs for Integrated Housing
Studio Dwellings
Laneways

The matters and content of the delivery notes were workshopped with councils and industry
in December 2013. The delivery notes support the SEPP amendment, DCP and Density
Guide and will assist councils and industry with specific delivery and construction issues.
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7

Conclusion

The Housing Diversity Package responds to changes in housing demand and facilitates the
delivery of a wider range of housing, including small lot housing across the Growth Centres.
The changes will improve choice and affordability by permitting a wider range of housing
types and lot sizes and by ensuring that planning controls do not limit or preference the
commercial viability of different housing types. The new controls ensure successful practices
already used by some local councils and developers can be applied consistently across
Sydney’s Growth Centres.
The Package meets the objectives outlined in Section 2.1 by: standardising controls for
subdivision and residential development, increasing housing choice by widening the range of
permissible housing types, introducing new approval pathways to align planning controls with
industry models and financing, and amending DCPs to include appropriate subdivision and
design controls for small lot housing.
The Department has consulted widely with stakeholders and responded to key issues raised
in submissions. A number of changes have been made to address these issues, including
the introduction of location controls to ensure small lot housing is in the right locations,
increasing minimum lot sizes in low density areas and introducing lot mix controls to require
a mix of lot types in new developments. The changes since exhibition have improved the
ability of Councils and developers to implement the controls and ensure quality urban
outcomes.
The finalisation of the Housing Diversity Package is an important step in the delivery of
smaller homes, increased housing choice and the alignment of planning controls with
industry business models. These changes will increase the supply of housing, reduce the
costs associated with the development of small lot housing and provide a greater range of
housing choices for new residents in the Growth Centres.
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Appendix A | Consistency with State Policies
Draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney
The proposed changes in the Housing Diversity Package are consistent with the draft
Metropolitan Strategy as the changes aim to facilitate the development of a range of housing
in the North West and South West Growth Centres.
The Government is planning for at least 545,000 additional homes by 2031 across the
Sydney Metropolitan Area. The Housing Diversity Package will help to increase housing
supply in the Growth Centres by increasing the range of housing options across the
residential zones and introducing improved approval pathways to facilitate housing delivery.
Growth Centres Structure Plan
The estimated number of dwellings to be accommodated in the North West Growth
Centre and South West Growth Centre is estimated to be 181,000.
The structure plan sets dwelling targets for the North West and South West Growth Centres,
including a target of around 25% for semi attached and detached dwellings on small lots
(less than 350m²).
The Housing Diversity Package is consistent with the Growth Centres Structure Plan as the
proposed changes aim to facilitate delivery of a diverse range of housing, including small lot
housing, through increased housing choice, improved subdivision approval pathways and
consistent controls across the Growth Centres. The proposed measures seek to retain
established residential densities and urban form outcomes, but allow them to be more easily
delivered by industry whilst giving Councils surety in urban design and streetscape
outcomes.
Growth Centres Development Code
The Growth Centres Development Code is a guide to the preparation of the Precinct Plans.
The Development Code provides for consistent standards of development across the Growth
Centres. The Housing Diversity Package has been considered with reference to the
Development Code.
The Development Code establishes density targets for precinct planning and also indicative
lot sizes for different housing types. The Housing Diversity Package does not propose any
change to minimum density targets set during Precinct Planning and has been prepared in
accordance with the indicative lot sizes (see Table 5-1 below).
Consistency with relevant controls of the Growth Centres Development Code
Development Code Requirements

Precinct Planning Controls

Density Targets:
- Low: 12.5-20 dwellings/ha
- Medium: 20-40 dwellings/ha
- High: 40 dwellings/ha

-

There are no changes proposed to the
established density targets for each rezoned
Precinct.

-

The package aligns minimum lot sizes for housing
types to density bands, including lots below
350m² for terraces, semi-detached and small lot
detached dwellings.

Lot sizes in square metres of:
Up to 350 m² for terraces, semi-detached and
detached small dwellings; and
350m² and above for medium and large detached
dwellings.
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Consistency with Relevant SEPPs
Relevant Plan

Consistency

Draft SEPP 66 – Integrating Land Use and
Transport

The proposed SEPP amendment is consistent with
these SEPPs to the extent they are relevant at this
stage. Most relate to the statutory requirements and
considerations at the Development Application
stage.
The original Precinct Plans were assessed for
consistency with these SEPPs. The changes in the
Housing Diversity are not inconsistent with the
provisions of these SEPPs. The impact of urban
development has been considered at a strategic
level to ensure that Development Applications will
be capable of complying with these SEPPs.

SEPP 55 – Remediation
SEPP 11 – Traffic Generating Development
SEPP 19 – Bushland in Urban Areas
SREP 20 - Hawkesbury-Nepean River

Section 117(2) Directions
A SEPP is not required to conform to s117(2) Directions, which are issued by the Minister
under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 as directions that local councils
must follow when preparing planning proposals for new LEPs.
However as the provisions in the Housing Diversity Package may ultimately be transferred
from the Growth Centres SEPP to the relevant comprehensive LEPs for each LGA, the
original Precinct Plans were assessed for consistency with the s117(2) Directions. The
proposed amendments to the existing Precinct Plans will have no impact on the compliance
of the Precinct Plan with the s117(2) Directions
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Appendix B | Key issues summary
Issue Raised
Expanding the dwelling types permitted in R2
Low Density and R3 Medium density zones
undermines the objectives of these zones

The number and location of small lot housing in
‘traditional low density areas’ (eg R2 Low
Density Zone with densities of 15 dwellings per
hectare and below) where the detached family
home should remain dominant

The impact of too many small lot housing in one
place on the residential streetscape, including
public domain amenity and parking

Response
The range of permissible dwelling types has been paired back within the R2 zone. Additional dwelling
types like attached dwelling and multi dwelling housing will only be permitted in select locations of
increased amenity or in areas with a density requirement of 20 dwellings/ha and above.
The main change to the R3 zone was the inclusion of dwelling houses as a permitted dwelling type.
No change is proposed as dwelling houses are essential play a significant roll in improving diversity
and affordability within the zone as well as improving small lot development feasibility.
As above, the range of permissible dwelling types has been paired back within the R2 zone.
Detached dwellings will continue to form the majority of dwellings delivered in the R2 zone.
Location controls will now only permit a reduced lot size (from 250m2 to 225m2), attached dwellings
and multi dwelling housing in areas of increase amenity including land adjoining or opposite to:
o parks and open space
o retail centres,
o education facilities
o drainage land that is within 400m of a centre
Provisions have now been included within the Development Control Plan DCP) to require at least
three different lot types (typically defined by width) to be delivered in a subdivision. This will ensure a
variation in the product that will be delivered.
Controls are also in place that will restrict the number of narrow lots (between 7m and 9m wide) on a
street frontage to avoid garage dominance.

The increased demand for infrastructure if too
many small lot housing products are built

The DCP now also includes provisions for small lots (narrower than 9m) to provide a Public Domain
Plan to coordinate the delivery of street trees, services and driveways that contribute to the public
domain and also to protect on street car parking opportunities.
Larger lots (450m2 and above) are likely to continue to be the largest part of the market driving
development of the low density areas. A key objective of this package was to improve the feasibility of
small lot housing projects to deliver the minimum density requirements (primarily 20 dwellings/hectare
and above) that had limited viability under the existing control framework.
The Growth Centres has always set minimum density targets for the Precincts and as such, there has
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always been the potential for an increase in the number of dwellings that are delivered.
During the subdivision and development assessment process, should councils be concerned that the
density of dwellings that will be delivered will generate a significant demand on infrastructure, they
have the ability to enter into a Voluntary Planning Agreement to provide for additional local
infrastructure generated by the development or alternatively refuse the development application
under the matters for consideration section 79C of the EP&A Act.

New subdivision approval pathways will mean
councils will lose control of what is built on the
ground

In the event that a Precinct experiences a large volume of development applications significantly
exceed the minimum density targets, Councils have the opportunity to revisit the zoning and density
targets. In addition, there is also the opportunity to review S94 Plans in terms of the infrastructure
required to support development within the precincts.
The approval pathways are based on current best practice already being employed by a number of
councils. At present, councils have discretion to choose which developers/release areas to apply
these controls to. The current approach by councils also limits the opportunities for the Complying
Code to be utilised in release areas.
It is considered that appropriate safeguards are provided in terms of the DCP controls as follows:
 Lots ≥300m2 follow the standard subdivision approval pathway
 Lots ≥225m2 and <300m2 and ≥9m wide are ale to be subdivided if a Building Envelope
Plan is provided to demonstrate the ability of a dwelling to be delivered on the lots
 Lots <225m2 or narrower than 9m and capable of being constructed independently, require
a combined development application for the dwelling and construction to secure the built
form outcome
 Lot not capable of being constructed independently require a combined development
application for the dwellings and subdivision
 In addition, the Dwelling Diversity Guide has been updated to include additional best practice
guidelines and a suite of ‘Delivery Notes’ has been prepared to ensure smaller homes and
lots are delivered to a suitable standard and appropriately manage issues during
construction.
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Appendix C | Summary of Submissions
Growth Centre Councils

Zoning
Blacktown Council does not support the proposed
changes to the R2 zone and opposes the
permissibility of attached dwellings and multi
dwelling housing in the R2 zone. The changes are
not consistent with zone’s low density objectives and
will impact on amenity and character of low density
areas.
The Hills and Liverpool Council do not support the
inclusion of medium density housing types in the R2
zone and high density housing types in the R3 zone

The proposed list of housing types in each zone
undermines the hierarchy of the residential zones
(Blacktown and The Hills).

The changes remove the distinction between low,
medium and high density zones. There is no
strategic justification put forward to support a move
away from the principles of the Metro Strategy and
Standard Instrument (Blacktown Council).

The Department recognises there is a role and function for low density areas across the Growth
Centres. The Package has been amended to ensure the low density character and amenity will be
protected. Location controls have been introduced in areas with a density target of 15d/ha in the R2
zone. These new location controls allow attached dwellings, multi-dwelling housing, and dwelling
houses on lots smaller than 250m2, only on land that is close to open space, shops and services.
This control is similar to an existing clause that applies to Precincts in Blacktown, which allows
attached dwellings in the R2 zone in the right locations (Clause 6.2 of the schedules).
The widening of dwelling types permitted in the R2 Low Density and R3 Medium density residential
zones is a critical feature of the Housing Diversity Package. There is currently a high degree of
variation in the application and range of permissible and prohibited uses across residential zones in
the Growth Centres. A key outcome of the Package is to align dwelling types and minimum lot sizes
to density targets to provide flexibility for density targets to be achieved. At higher densities a broad
range of housing types are required to enable minimum density targets to be met.
Location controls have been introduced for areas with a density target of 15d/ha. These controls only
allow attached dwellings, multi-dwelling housing and dwelling houses on lots smaller than 250sqm in
specific locations. In lower density areas (<15d/ha), attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing
are not permitted. In addition, manor homes are no longer permitted in lower density areas. Manor
homes are only permitted in areas with a density of 20d/ha or greater.
A number of changes have been introduced following exhibition that reinforce the distinction between
the low density and medium density zones. The location controls are a key change in the 15d/ha
density target that restrict certain housing types and smaller dwellings to specific locations, close to
open space, shops and services. Manor homes are no longer a permitted use in low density areas
and in low density areas (density target ≤15d/ha) attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing are
not permitted outside of areas that meet the location criteria.
The Package has aligned dwelling types and minimum lot size for each established density band
control already in practice across the Growth Centres. The changes aim to provide greater options for
minimum densities to be achieved. Aligning housing types and lot sizes to the density targets, set in
agreement with councils, is a crucial feature of the package but does not undermine the distinction
between low, medium and high density zones. The Package does not change minimum residential
targets established during Precinct Planning and changes have been made to ensure there is a
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distinction between low and medium density zones. In response to this issue, the blanket
permissibility of attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing has been revised and minimum lot
sizes have increased in areas with a density target of ≤15d/ha. Location controls have been
introduced to limit attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing to certain locations in the R2 zone.
The low density zone should retain larger lot sizes
and remove residential uses that are not compatible
with the low density objectives (Camden).

A review of zoning and permissible uses should be
undertaken in each zone. Maximum densities and lot
sizes should be linked to each zone (Camden).

No objection to the inclusion of dwelling houses and
dual occupancies in the R3 zone, as long as medium
density outcomes are achieved (retain minimum
density targets) (Blacktown).

The Package has been amended to introduce location controls for development of attached
dwellings, multi-dwelling housing and smaller lot sizes for dwellings in the 15d/ha density target.
These controls ensure that more dense forms of development are located in areas with amenity and
close to shops and services. These controls will ensure development is compatible with the traditional
character of the low density areas. In addition minimum lot sizes have also been increased in the
lower density areas (density target of 15d/ha and less).
The permissibility of dwelling types was considered in regards to density targets. Density targets are
minimum targets that apply for development.
Maximum density targets are not established for the Growth Centre Precincts. The Package aligns
minimum density targets and lot sizes to dwelling type rather than zone. This approach is aimed at
increasing flexibility for minimum density targets to be achieved. Density targets will be used to fine
tune desired neighbourhood character, with housing types and lot sizes determined by density target.
Rather than relying on zoning to determine permissibility of housing, the Package is a combination of
zone, minimum lot sizes and density controls to deliver a range of housing across various densities. A
key function of the Package is to ensure that industry and council have the necessary dwelling types
to improve viability of projects to achieve the density targets agreed with councils during Precinct
Planning.
Noted. Minimum density targets are being retained.

Density
The Hills do not support the addition of RFBs in the
R3 zone in the Box Hill precinct – it will result in
higher densities in locations remote from facilities
and services and may impact on amenity and
character of lower density housing areas.
The Hills do not support the move away from
minimum lot size mapping to minimum lot sizes
linked to dwelling type and density targets. It is
complicated and will increase density across

Due to the densities that apply in the R3 zone in Box Hill (18d/ha), RFBs are no longer listed as a
permissible dwelling type.

A key outcome of the Package is to align dwelling types and minimum lot sizes to density targets to
provide flexibility for density targets to be achieved. Higher densities are identified during Precinct
Planning in areas close to services, centres, transport and employment. Location controls have been
introduced in the 15d/ha to ensure more dense forms of development are located in areas close to
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precincts rather than in locations in close proximity to
facilities and services.

The potential increase in density will impact on
amenity and character in low density housing areas
(The Hills and Liverpool Council).
Higher density development should be located in
locations with amenity and accessibility to facility,
services, transport and appropriate infrastructure
(The Hills and Camden).

Precinct specific analysis should be undertaken to
identify suitable locations for medium to high density
housing where there is a high level of amenity and
proximity to services (The Hills and Liverpool).

The Hills do not support lower density housing types
in the R3 zone in North Kellyville – the R3 zone is
close to the local centre is intended for higher
density housing options.

The Hills are not supportive of a consistent approach
across the North West and South West growth
centres - opportunities for new houses on larger lots
and low density character and amenity should be
maintained in The Hills.

services and amenity. In lower density areas in the R2 zone (10d/ha and 12.5d/ha), housing types
such as attached housing and multi-dwelling housing are not permitted housing types. The Package
will maintain the traditional low density character within these density targets. Minimum density
controls have been operating in numerous other Precincts and currently apply to Box Hill Precinct.
The Package does not propose any change to minimum density targets. To ensure development in
lower density areas does not impact on amenity and character, location controls have been
introduced to allow attached dwellings, multi-dwelling housing and smaller lot sizes for dwellings in
areas specific locations that benefit from increased amenity or access to transport and retail centres.
Agree. At the precinct level, this occurs during the ILP process. Density targets are established
having regard to housing demand, town centres, employment areas and key transport routes, with
higher density targets are identified close to transport, employment, open space and shops. The
package does not change established density targets.
Location controls have been introduced in areas with a 15d/ha density target to ensure development
is close to open space and services to allow opportunities for more diverse products in areas with
increased amenity.
During the precinct planning, zoning and development controls for individual precincts are determined
having regard to housing demand, town centres, employment areas and key transport routes, and
other integrated land use transport objectives. The Precinct Planning process also identifies the
preferred locations of higher densities which have been formalised through minimum residential
density targets. The Housing Diversity Package does not propose to rezone Precincts or revise
established density targets. The changes seek to introduce planning controls that will facilitate the
realisation of housing diversity and affordability, and provide greater certainty in areas that have
already been identified as suited to medium and higher residential densities.
The Housing Diversity Package does not seek to undermine the density objectives and controls
already in place throughout the Growth Centres. Minimum density targets will continue to apply to all
development in the R3 zone. The Package widens the range of permissible housing types in the R3
zone to provide greater scope to better achieve density targets through a range of dwelling types
rather than relying on conventional forms of medium-high housing types such as RFBs alone to
achieve density.
There is currently a high degree of variation in the application and range of permissible and prohibited
uses across residential zones in the Growth Centres. A key aim of the Package is to standardise
minimum lot size and dwelling types and align with density targets.
A number of changes have been made to the Package to ensure low density character and amenity
is maintained, including locations controls in the 15d/ha density target and increasing minimum lot
sizes for dwellings in lower densities (<15d/ha). The Package does not remove opportunities for
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houses on larger lots. The Package promotes a range of housing types to meet changing needs. Lot
area controls are minimums, not maximums so the opportunity for developers to offer larger lots is not
affected should there be a market demand in certain regions. However, density targets previously
agreed in ILP processes still have to be met.
The Hills are concerned that the uptake of new
housing options will prevent the delivery of a wider
range of housing sought by population in the longer
term (two storey dwellings are not suitable for an
ageing population)
An increase in density in the R2 zone will result in
issues associated with traffic and access to services
(Liverpool).

There is a demographic shift to an aging population. The Package provides opportunities for an
increased range of housing and does not prevent the development of detached, single storey
dwellings. The Package increases the range of housing options available to an older population,
including smaller dwellings, manor homes, multi-dwelling housing and provide options to make these
housing options easier to deliver.
Location controls have been introduced in the R2 zone (15d/ha) to limit attached dwellings, multidwelling housing and smaller dwelling lot sizes to certain locations. These controls will limit more
dense forms of housing in areas of 15d/ha density target to areas close to services.

Consideration should be given to infrastructure
availability and capacity in respect to increased
density and population. Need to review the
infrastructure provisions as a consequence of
permitting attached dwellings and multi dwelling
housing in the R2 Low Density zone. (The Hills and
Blacktown Councils)
Blacktown Council is concerned about the creation of
small ‘estates’ made up of primarily small lots that
results in development not being properly integrated
with surrounding development.

The Package does not change minimum density targets set during Precinct Planning. The potential
for increased densities has been limited in 15d/ha density target through the introduction of location
controls. The density targets provide a baseline measure for infrastructure planning; however, if there
is a significant increase in dwelling yield within a Precinct, Councils will be able to review and adjust
the provision of essential infrastructure in Section 94 Plans response to any increase in development.

Consideration should be given to placing a cap on
densities and concentrating higher densities around
key transport nodes and services (Camden).

A review of the draft DCP is needed to ensure
consistency with the draft SEPP provisions including
clarification of minimum lot sizes for all density
locations (The Hills)
The Dwelling Density Guide goes into detail about
how each of the densities can be achieved with

A lot mix control has been included in the DCP to ensure a diversity of lot types are provided at the
subdivision stage. The control requires no more than 40% of lots to be of the same type. Lot type is
generally to be determined by lot frontage. Under this control, a lot mix table will be required with a
subdivision application to demonstrate compliance. The DCP also contains controls to limit the
number of narrow lots (7m-9m) to 20% and limit the number of attached dwellings to six in a row.
During Precinct Planning higher densities are identified in areas close to transport, services and
employment. These targets have always been minimum targets and the Package does not change
targets established during Precinct Planning. The Package aims to increase flexibility for minimum
targets to be achieved, particularly in medium density areas. Location controls have been introduced
in areas of 15d/ha to ensure that more dense forms of development are in locations close to open
space, services and shops. This will limit development of attached dwellings, multi-dwelling housing
and dwelling houses on lots down to 225sqm to specific locations in the R2 zone.
Noted. The draft DCP has been reviewed for consistency.

The Density Guide demonstrates how densities can be achieved with a mix of housing types. The aim
of the Package is to provide improved opportunities for minimum densities to be achieved, and
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varying lot sizes and housing products. It clearly
demonstrates that densities can easily be achieved
without the need to reduce lot sizes in the 15d/ha
density target.
Increased densities should be located in
metropolitan areas that have existing services and
infrastructure (Camden).

Blacktown Council is opposed to the reduction of the
minimum lot size in the low density areas.

provide a more diverse and affordable range of housing across the Growth Centres. The Density
Guide identifies alternative opportunities to deliver housing diversity through traditional subdivision
design. The permissibility of attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing in the R2 zone has been
revised, to limit this type of development to certain locations in densities of 15d/ha.
The Growth Centres have been identified for residential development to meet the housing needs of
Sydney. Over the next 25-30 years the Growth Centres will provide more than 180,000 homes for
500,000 people. The idea that greenfield development should only be low density residential suburbs
is no longer accepted practice.
For this reason, residential density targets are established in agreement with councils during the
Precinct Planning process to ensure the efficient and orderly development of land. Higher densities
are located close to existing and planned transport, shops, employment and schools.
Minimum lot sizes have increased in low density areas. For example, in the 15d/ha density target the
minimum lot size for a dwelling has increased to 250m² and now generally match existing lot sizes for
these lower densities. Location controls will allow the minimum lot size to be varied down to 225m² in
specific locations.

Development Controls
There are no controls within the amending DCP to
ensure a diversity of housing products and good
streetscape outcomes (Camden).

The DCP should include controls to provide
restrictions on the location of sets of attached
dwellings (Camden).
What controls are there to prevent developers
consolidating land subdivided as part of a
masterplanned estate and eroding character of the
area

The Hills and Camden councils do not support the

A lot mix control has been introduced in the Block and Lot Layout section of the DCP to ensure a
diversity of lot types is provided at the subdivision stage. The control requires that no more than 40%
of the total lots in a subdivision may be of the same lot type.
The approach presented in the DCP is to create streets of distinctive characters. Many of the detailed
controls such as restricting narrow lot houses to single garages, and limiting the very narrow lot types
to 20% of the block length as well as the objectives and controls of Section 4.2 Streetscape and
Architectural Design will encourage good streetscapes.
Location controls introduced in areas with a density target of 15d/ha restrict attached dwellings to
locations fronting open space, drainage or neighbourhood centres. A control has also been included
in the DCP to limit the number of attached dwellings in a set to six.
The range of permissible dwelling types in the low density areas has been reduced.
In the 15dw/Ha density band the minimum lot size for attached/multi dwelling housing has been
increased to 1500sqm, as a disincentive for lots subdivided for ‘traditional’ housing to be
amalgamated (i.e. a developer would need to buy 5x300sqm lots to meet this requirement). These
housing types are also limited to select locations. In density bands < 15dw/Ha, the minimum lot size
table has been amended so small lots are not permitted in very low density character areas. In
density bands ≥20dw/Ha with more urban character, this is not considered an issue.
Solar access controls have been introduced for dwelling houses in densities of 25d/ha and above.
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removal of development controls (such as solar
access) for dwelling houses in higher density areas.
Camden suggests DPI work with councils to provide
an alternative to the absolute ‘switching off’ of
controls in densities above 25dwph.
Liverpool suggests incorporating a percentage target
for solar access controls similar to the RFB Design
Code.
A lot width of 4.5m in an R2 zone is inappropriate
and unnecessary (Liverpool Council).

The Hills do not believe sufficient justification is
provided for the significant reduction in lot sizes for
attached dwellings, multi dwelling housing and
RFBs.
Larger lot sizes should be maintained to enable
outcomes that have regard to streetscape, privacy,
solar access, open space and landscaping in
keeping with the character of surrounding areas (The
Hills).

Need controls for privacy, noise and parking to
protect neighbourhood amenity (Camden).

Camden is concerned that decreased lot frontage
may create a garage and car dominated streetscape.
Medium density housing products should be
restricted to sites opposite parks/open space, where
parking can be on the opposite side of the street.
The number of small lots in a row should be capped
to ensure varied streetscape and car parking

New control for lots >4.5m and >7m-<9m in 25d/ha to require at least 3 hours sunlight between 9am
and 3pm at 21 June to at least 50% of the required principal private open space of: all affected
neighbouring properties and at least 70% of proposed dwellings.

Noted. A percentage target of 70% has been introduced for solar access controls.

In the R2 zone the base minimum lot size for dwellings is 250sqm. The minimum lot size and lot
depth is likely to hinder the development of dwellings with a frontage of 4.5m. This provision is still
required for attached dwellings, which can only in certain locations in the R2 zone (location controls in
15d/ha).
The proposed controls enable attached dwellings to be torrens title. Similarly, the lot sizes for multidwelling housing and RFBs enable ‘micro’ strata developments where the built form resembles large
detached houses. The previous lot sizes assumed strata or community title townhouse or villa style
development, often inheriting controls and an amenity protection approach from infill projects in
existing neighbourhoods.
A key aim of the Package is to better facilitate the delivery of Torrens titled lots on smaller
development parcels, and particularly where emerging dwelling types such as terraces, and multi
dwelling housing are proposed. The Package encourages a move away from strata or community
titled developments which have traditionally required group garbage pick-up arrangements,
communal open space, and shared car parking arrangements typical of infill development in existing
areas to deliver medium density housing. The dwelling types provided in Dwelling Density Guide
demonstrate that well designed, high quality and highly amenable terraces, multi dwelling housing
and other small lot housing typologies can be delivered as a Torrens titled product.
Controls for privacy, noise and parking are provided in the DCP. No amendments proposed for
existing DCP Section 4.9: Visual and Acoustic Privacy. Controls for parking in DCP Section 4.8
Garages, Storage, Site Access and Parking are also to remain. A requirement for a Public Domain
Plan for narrow lots is now included to protect on street car parking opportunities.
The DCP includes controls to reduce garage and car dominance. Front loaded lots (7m-9m) are
restricted to 20% of a block and only capable of including a single garage. The minimum lot frontage
for a double garage is 12.5m.
Location controls in areas with a 15d/ha density target restrict attached dwellings and multi-dwelling
housing to specific locations, including land fronting open space.
The DCP provides controls to limit the number of small lots (7m-9m front loaded) to 20% of block
extent. The DCP also limits the number of attached dwellings in a set to six.
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between driveways (Blacktown).
Planning controls should require development of
larger areas in single ownership to control amenity,
rather than blanket permissibility of medium density
housing types that may not result in an orderly
development outcome (ad-hoc developments)
(Blacktown).
Camden suggests ILPs include an indication of the
desired street character and supporting DCP
controls are prepared at precinct planning.
Table 1 – ‘Typical Characteristics of net densities’,
needs to be tied to streetscape and architectural
design illustrations at page 38 (fig12) of DCP.
Block and lot layout controls should reinforce the
need to achieve the desired character of each
density (not higher density). (Camden)
Control to prevent amalgamation of lots for the
purpose of RFBs appears to be contrary to the
permissible uses within the SEPP. If subdivision and
RFB’s are permissible uses in the SEPP this clause
in the DCP cannot override it. (Camden)

The base housing types permitted in the low density areas have been restricted. Fragmented land
development continues to be challenging, but there is no intention to force land into single ownership
as this may further compromise the viability of projects.

The ILP is ‘indicative’ and for larger scale masterplan purposes and is not intended to provide
detailed streetscape and character controls. It is noted that for the low and high density bands, the
default street character will be ‘garden suburban’ and ‘urban’ (respectively) just as a function of the
density.
Noted. Table 1 has been updated to link density bands to streetscapes.

The controls are intended to provide flexibility for minimum residential density targets to be achieved.

The intent of this control is to ensure planning for RFBs occurs at the initial subdivision design stage,
where the development of RFBs is required to meet density targets. The control aims to provide
certainty for landowners about the future development of the land on adjoining properties.

Corner lots – Objectives need to include urban
design outcomes (Camden).

DCP controls requiring design features for corner lots are included in Streetscape and Architectural
Design section.

Need to review rear garage setbacks and include
site coverage control for lots ≥4.5m and ≥7m and
<9m.

Site coverage controls are not required for narrow lots (≥4.5m and ≥7m and <9m) as the DCP
controls for private open space, soft landscaped area and setbacks provide appropriate controls for
site coverage. Additional site coverage controls would remove flexibility for different housing products
to fit on these lots. The DCP includes site coverage controls for upper levels on these lots. Garage
setbacks are considered appropriate for rear loaded small lots. Post-exhibition work on rear laneways
demonstrated that the garage setbacks and laneway controls are acceptable.
The Package strongly ties the principles of streetscape character to density bands and lot widths refer to the draft DCP Sections 1.1 and Table 1 (Residential Density and Subdivision), Sections 1.2
(Block and Lot Layout) and 4.2 (Streetscape and Architectural Design) as well as the Housing
Diversity Package document “Housing Choice and Affordability in Growth Areas: Dwelling Density
Guide”. Building height controls are included in the summary tables for residential development and
are controlled through the SEPP.

Streetscape and architectural design section is too
subjective – garden suburban, suburban and urban
streetscapes should be tied to density. Additional
controls should be included to control streetscape
outcomes and building height (Camden).
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PPOS in the front setback is not supported.
(Camden).

Principle private open space in the front setback is permitted in the DCP when it is the only option to
achieve solar access requirements for the dwelling. The DCP contains appropriate design controls to
ensure that PPOS in the front setback provides adequate privacy and is consistent with streetscape
controls.

Secondary dwellings controls need to be reviewed –
including solar access, floor area and definition
(Camden).
Dual occupancy controls – need to consider
definition (similar to studio and semi detached),
POS, and waste collection (Camden).
Controls for RFB, Manor Home and STH – DCP
control (Control 3 (2)) overrides SEPP 65 – Is this
possible? (Camden).

Secondary dwelling controls were not reviewed as part of the Package. Existing controls for
secondary dwellings apply. A definition and controls for studio dwellings have been introduced as part
of the Package.
The definition of dual occupancies is consistent with the Standard Instrument. DCP controls for dual
occupancies require compliance with controls for single dwellings and include additional requirements
for consideration. These controls are consistent with existing DCP controls for dual occupancies.
DCP requires RFBs to be consistent with SEPP 65 and the primary controls outlined in the DCP.
SEPP 65 provides principles for the development of RFBs but does not contain prescriptive controls.
The controls outlined in the DCP apply, in conjunction with the principles outlined in SEPP 65, for the
development of RFBs.

Minimum lot size for dual occupancy is 600sqm
(300sqm) – why does a dual occupancy require a
larger lot size than two detached dwellings?
(Camden).

Minimum lot size for dual occupancy has been revised to 500sqm.

Parking and Roads
Individual LGA parking controls (based on car
ownership rates) should be applied, including road
and laneway widths to allow off street car parking
and waste collection (Camden).

The Package includes standard parking controls across the Growth Centres. Higher density areas are
located in areas close to transport and services. Laneway work undertaken by Brown’s Consulting
demonstrates that laneway cross sections are appropriate for the function of laneways, including
adequate space for waste collection. These laneway cross sections are vital to the efficient use of
land to achieve the higher density targets that apply to some areas.

Camden recommends including a DCP control to
require minimum storage area in each dwelling to
ensure garages are not used for storage.
Blacktown Council is concerned about garage
dominance on narrow lots and impacts on
streetscape and local road function.

The Department cannot control behaviour of homebuyers and does not have the ability to ensure
compliance with such controls. The DCP provide adequate controls for car parking.
The DCP includes controls to reduce garage and car dominance. Front loaded lots (7m-9m) are
restricted to 20% of a block and only capable of accommodating a single garage. The minimum lot
frontage for a double garage is 12.5m.

Laneways
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Liverpool Council supports locating studio dwellings
(SD) on corner lots. But does not support
development of SDs on sites which would change
the function of a laneway to a street without the
corresponding amenity and safety.
Camden suggests LGA specific laneway controls
(specifically for waste collection).

Blacktown Council opposes the proposed 5.5m wide
carriageway for laneways – 5.5m access roads only
occur in Blacktown but only where there is
development on one side of the road, not both as
proposed in the draft DCP.
The draft DCP does not propose footpaths for
laneways – residents will be forced to walk on the
carriageway which creates safety issues
(Blacktown).
1m garage setback from laneway is not sufficient site
distance and should be increased (Blacktown).

Noted. Control has been included in the DCP to limit the number of studio dwellings along a laneway.

The Package aims to provide consistent controls across the Growth Centres for the planning and
delivery of small lot housing. Laneways are a key element in the delivery of the rear accessed
housing types, including townhouses and terraces, and achieving residential density targets. Without
standards specific to laneways in greenfield residential areas, the design and function of laneways
has raised issues such as safety concerns, manoeuvring space and waste collection. Laneways have
been standardised to provide solutions to these issues in the design and approval of laneways across
the Growth Centres.
Post-exhibition work was undertaken to review the minimum laneway cross sections in the draft DCP
to determine if they were appropriate for the function of laneways and that associated uses such as
waste collection were compatible with the cross-sections provided in the draft DCP. This work
demonstrated that the minimum cross sections in the DCP are appropriate for the function and role of
the laneway.
The DCP does not require footpaths for laneways. Laneways are primarily for vehicular access to
properties and do not function as a public road. Laneways cater for vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles,
and waste bin servicing and equal priority between all users reinforces a slow speed, shareway
environment, distinctly different from the road system.
The 1 metre setback provides adequate distance between garage doors (8m), meeting vehicle
manoeuvring, pedestrian safety and sight distance requirements. An increased setback is not
considered appropriate as it provides potential for parking in the laneway, which is to be avoided.

Contributions
DPI should consider implications on existing VPA’s
and S94 Plans, and provide direction on population
estimates for s.94 (Blacktown and Camden)

The residential density targets are set as minimum targets to be achieved for development and
provide a baseline measure for population projections and infrastructure planning. If densities and
population increase above the minimum target as development occurs, funding and infrastructure
capacity can be considered during the development assessment process and S94 plans can be
reviewed in the future if there is significant demand for infrastructure.

What happens if the density of an area increases –
will there be changes to s94 contributions?

The density targets provide a baseline measure for infrastructure planning; however, if there is a
significant increase in dwelling yield within a Precinct, Councils will be able to review and adjust the
provision of essential infrastructure in Section 94 Plans response to any increase in development.

Manor Homes
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The concept of a Manor Home is defined as an RFB
and is not appropriate in the R2 zone, as this would
impact on the character of low density areas
(Blacktown).
A specific definition of ‘manor homes’ is needed in
the Growth Centres SEPP and land use tables
amended to ensure permissibility only in the higher
density zones. The definition should include
reference to the requirement for
manor homes to be located on corner lots (The Hills)
Manor homes are not supported in low density
residential zones due to their scale, potential
conflicts with surrounding dwellings and the safety
impacts associated with multiple garages and vehicle
movements on corner sites (The Hills).
Manor homes should be permitted in higher density
areas to better reflect the desired density,
streetscape and objectives of the low density zone
(Camden)
Include Manor Homes in controls for multi unit
housing (Camden).
Need confirmation that a Manor Home can be
Torrens Title (Camden).

Manor home is a new definition. The definition of Manor Home means it is neither a RFB nor multidwelling housing. Manor homes have been linked to density targets that apply to the land. Manor
homes are only permissible ≥20dw/Ha as dwelling types.
A definition of manor home is provided in the SEPP. Manor homes proposed as only permissible in
densities ≥20dw/Ha. In 20d/ha and 25d/ha, manor homes are only permitted on corner lots. In
densities of 30d/ha and above manor homes are permitted in all locations.

Manor homes are now only permissible in densities ≥20dw/Ha.

Manor homes are now only permissible in densities ≥20dw/Ha

Controls for manor homes are included in the section with residential flat buildings and shop top
housing in the DCP. Specific controls apply to the development of manor homes.
Manor homes are generally not intended to be Torres Title. The two-storey design of manor homes
lends itself to strata subdivision.

Studio Dwellings
Need to consider whether studio dwellings are to be
defined separately to secondary dwellings (to avoid
issues with interpretation and permissibility) – The
Hills
Blacktown Council opposes strata subdivision of
studio dwellings. Ad-hoc strata subdivision does not
create coordinated and orderly development
outcomes. If studio dwellings are to be strata
subdivide, POS and privacy controls should be
required. Lack of parking is also a concern.
The DCP contains a number of definitions that are
not in the SEPP. Further work should be undertaken
to determine the hierarchy of definitions in the DCP
and SEPP (Camden).

A new definition of studio dwellings is included in the Growth Centres SEPP. Studio dwellings are
defined separately to secondary dwellings.

Disagree. There are controls for the strata studios that address these concerns, such as the
requirement for a car space, POS and bin storage.
There are controls for the strata studios that address these concerns, such as the requirement for a
car space and POS in balconies.
Definitions of manor home and studio dwellings are included in the Growth Centres SEPP.
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The DCP and SEPP should provide detail regarding
the titling arrangements for dwelling types (Camden).

Noted. Definitions in the SEPP allow flexibility for different titling arrangements. Consideration will be
given to preparing additional guidance on this matter.

It is recommended that all definitions within the
Growth Centres SEPP, not just housing types, be
amended to be consistent with the Standard
Instrument (Camden).
Further advice is required on the definition of a
‘Lifehouse’. It is unclear how it is to be considered
and assessed (Blacktown).

Definitions in the Growth Centres SEPP have been amended to be consistent with the Standard
Instrument.

The definition of dual occupancy- life house is contained in the Growth Centres DCP. This definition is
specific to Blacktown Council and can be discussed in more detail with the Department.

Consultation
The Hills believe further consideration and
consultation with Council is required on the detailed
contents of the DCP and the Dwelling Density Guide
prior to the finalisation of the proposals to ensure
these are consistent and appropriate to the unique
characteristics of the Hill Shire.

Consultation was undertaken with The Hills Council following exhibition to discuss the key issues
raised by Council in their submission and discuss options to address key concerns.

Affordability and Adaptability
DPI should consider incentives to ensure savings
made by developers are passed onto purchasers (to
ensure development is affordable) (Camden).
DCP controls should not restrict dwellings from being
adaptable housing (Camden).

Reference to AS 4299-1995 should be removed and
replaced with standards for access and adaptability
(Camden).

Savings in split house and land contract and stamp duty are made by the purchaser, not the
developer. The Department is not able to intervene in the market to require any developer savings to
be passed onto future homebuyers as it is a function of the market.
Controls in the DCP for RFBs and multi dwelling housing containing 10 dwellings or more require a
minimum of 10% of apartments capable of adaption. No controls requiring adaptation in other housing
types are included, but there are no controls preventing dwellings from being adapted. The increase
in housing diversity as a result of the package should improve options for people looking for
adaptable and/or accessible accommodation generally.
The reference to AS4299 is considered appropriate. The standards from AS4299 are too detailed to
replicate in this DCP.
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Other councils and agencies
Issue

Response

Merv Ismay, General Manager - Holroyd City Council
Allowing multi dwelling housing in
the R2 zone and RFBs in the R3
zone is inconsistent with the
Standard Instrument LEP. Areas
should be zoned appropriately
instead of changing the list of
permitted uses.

There is currently a high degree of variation in the range of permissible housing types across residential zones in the
Growth Centres. In addition, there is increasing demand for housing products other than the traditional detached home on
a larger block. There is a need to allow a range of housing types across the residential zones to make it easier for density
targets to be achieved and provide opportunities for affordable housing types.
In the Growth Centres minimum residential density targets are set during Precinct Planning. A key element of the package
is linking housing types and minimum lot sizes to density targets and to broaden the range of housing types to provide
flexibility for density targets to be achieved. To provide flexibility for density targets to be achieved, dwelling types and lot
sizes have been linked to density rather than zone. The Sydney Region Growth Centres SEPP applies to development in
the Growth Centres. The provisions in the SEPP do not need to be consistent with the Standard Instrument. Where
possible, the SEPP is consistent with the Standard Instrument; however, in the Growth Centres density targets apply to
development and flexibility is required to achieve these targets.
Location controls have been introduced in the R2 zone for areas with a density target of 15d/ha, which limit multi-dwelling
housing to specific locations, including open space, schools and shops.

Minimum amenity should be
provided for all lots regardless of
density band.

The Housing Diversity Package does not seek to reduce or compromise amenity outcomes. DCP includes controls to
ensure amenity, including neighbourhood and streetscape design, open space requirements and controls to reduce garage
dominance. Solar access controls have also been introduced for narrow lots(4.5m-9m) in densities of 25d/ha and greater.
For subdivisions including lots less than 300sqm, a Public Domain Plan is also required to show how the public domain will
be developed as a result of future residential development.

Robert Greenwood, General Manager - Blue Mountains City Council
Concern that amendments to
permitted housing types in R2 and

The Housing Diversity Package is only targeting Greenfield housing development within the Growth Centres at this stage.
The possible expansion of the Package to other areas will be considered on a LGA basis in consultation with councils.
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R3 will eventually be applied
outside of the Growth Centres,
these are not appropriate in the
Blue Mountains.
Gavin Cherry, Principle Planner - Penrith City Council
Proposed amendment undermines
the intention of the SI zones and
the hierarchy of the residential
zones. Too much complexity with
linking lot size to density. Blurring
of uses between zones undermines
the objectives and character of the
zones.

Widening the range of housing types in the R2 and R3 zones is a critical feature of the Housing Diversity package. The
package aims to align housing types and minimum lot sizes to density targets to ensure that residential density targets can
be achieved across the Growth Centres. A number of changes have been made to respond to concerns about undermining
zone objectives and character of the low density zone, including:
- Location controls have been introduced in the R2 zone for areas with a density target of 15d/ha, which limit multidwelling housing, attached housing and smaller lot sizes for dwellings to specific locations
- Manor homes are no longer permitted in low density areas (land with a density target of 15d/ha or less).
- Minimum lot sizes have increased in areas with a density target or 15d/ha or less.

Early subdivision certificate release
should only be permitted where the
subdivision approval is not
dependant on the dwelling design.
Submission identified a number of
inconsistencies within the DCP.

New approval pathways have been introduced to make it easier for industry to overcome financial barriers faced when
delivering compact home product created by the integrated housing approval process. Building Envelope Plans and Public
Domain Plans will be required for lots between 225m² and 300m² to provide certainty for councils of built form outcomes
and future development of the public domain.
A number of councils have expressed the need to consider narrow lots and dwelling design in unison in a combined DA. If
dwellings are capable of independent construction (i.e. no reliance on another building), the approval pathways now
balance the need for dwelling detail with early release. Penrith City Council is currently doing this in Thornton.
A Building Envelope Plan establishes design controls for future buildings on the subject lots at the subdivision approval
stage to enable the coordination of services, public domain and the built form on other lots. This provides certainty that
future dwellings can be accommodated on the lots, without the need for dwelling designs to be submitted.
Public Domain Plans include information such as driveway location, on-street car parking, street tree locations and verge
design. The aim of the Public Domain Plan is to demonstrate how the public domain will be developed as a result of future
development. The Delivery Notes for Building Envelope Plans and Public Domain Plans will provide further clarity for the
considerations that will need to be undertaken when the approvals pathways are being utilised.

Lara Symkowiak, Mayor - Camden Council
Object to reduction of min lot size
for dwelling houses to 225m.

The Housing Diversity Package does not seek to undermine the density objectives and controls already in place throughout
the Growth Centres. Precinct Planning establishes residential density targets, with higher residential density targets
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Object to attached dwellings,
terraces and Manor homes in R2
zone. Object to lots down to 125m
in R3 zones. Maximum densities for
R2 and R3 zones should be set
also. Higher densities should be
only allowed in certain locations,
around infrastructure and town
centres.

identified in areas within close proximity to major transport hubs or areas of greater amenity. The package does not propose
any change to residential density targets set during Precinct Planning.
The Housing Diversity Package will introduce a greater range of permissible dwelling types in residential zones and link
minimum density targets to dwelling types and lot sizes, to provide greater scope to achieve medium and higher densities
through a range of dwelling types rather than relying on conventional forms of medium-high housing types such as RFBs to
achieve density targets. Reliance on RFBs, and integrated attached dwelling approvals to achieve high density is proving
unfeasible and limiting housing supply to the market.
The base minimum lot size for dwellings has been increased from 225m² to 250m² in areas with a density target of 15d/ha.
Manor homes will not be permitted in areas with a density of 15d/ha but will be permitted in densities of 20d/ha and greater.
In addition, location controls have been introduced in areas with a density target of 15d/ha to ensure that in lower density
areas, smaller lot sizes for dwellings and attached housing and multi-dwelling housing are located in in areas close to open
space and neighbourhood centres.

Do not agree that savings from
approval pathways will be passed
on to the home buyer. Packing
more people into smaller homes
will increase council complaints.

Analysis of the split land and housing package demonstrates that there are savings to be made in the splitting of the house
and land contracts via the new approvals pathways, particularly as stamp duty will only be calculated on the land
component as opposed to the value of the land and constructed dwelling. In addition, the Housing Diversity Package and
the new approvals pathways enable the retailing of land to future purchasers, thereby reducing need for medium density
development to be delivered as an integrated and turn-key development product. Developers require a profit margin to carry
the costs/burdens of the undertaking the design, assessment and approval processes and achieve finance.

Kevin Connolly, Member for Riverstone
Multi dwelling housing, small lots
and attached dwellings should not
be permitted in the low density
residential zones, e.g. the area
north of Gordon Road between
Boundary Road and First Ponds
Creek

Location controls have been introduced to ensure that smaller lot sizes for dwelling houses and medium density housing
types, such as attached and multi-dwelling housing, occur in locations with amenity and in proximity to services. The
location controls will apply to land with a density of 15d/ha and allow the minimum lot size for a dwelling house to be varied
to 225m² and will limit attached and multi-dwelling housing in low density areas. Multi-dwelling housing, attached housing
and smaller dwelling lot sizes are not be permitted in very low density areas in the R2 zone (density targets of 10d/ha,
11d/ha and 12.5d/ha). Lot sizes have also been increased to match existing controls in these areas.

The minimum lot size of 240m2 in
low density areas will effectively
prevent the development of a
traditional detached dwelling
streetscape. This could have the
unintended consequence of
reducing choice of housing styles in

The Package includes revised minimum lot sizes to provide greater opportunity for medium density development to be
provided through detached housing on smaller lots. The Package does not seek to reduce or compromise the controls that
currently apply to traditional detached dwellings and it is recognised that detached dwellings will continue to be a desirable
product for a proportion of future purchasers.
The minimum lot size will not prevent the development of traditional low density streetscapes, but provides flexibility for a
range of housing types to be delivered to meet minimum density targets. The DCP includes streetscape and subdivision
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the new release areas, if traditional
detached dwellings are priced out
of those areas.

design principles to ensure developments provide attractive streetscapes and neighbourhood design across all density
targets.
A lot mix control has been introduced to ensure a mix of lot sizes are provided across new developments. The lot mix
control requires no more than 40% of lots to be of the same type. Lot type is generally determined by lot frontage and a
variation of more than one metre is required.

Richard Wood, General Manager Development - UrbanGrowth NSW
Location of studios should not be
restricted or be required to have a
car space, particularly in areas
close to transport.

The Package does not limit studio dwellings to particular zones or density bands. Studio dwellings are permitted in the R2
and R3 zones in all density targets. Studio dwellings must be located above a garage and controls in the DCP limit the
number of studio dwellings along a laneway. The DCP controls also require studio dwellings to provide a car space and
have direct access to a public road or laneway to ensure garbage and mail facilities are accessible by residents and by
service vehicles to allow them to be self-contained and subdividable.

Min lot size for dual occs should be
reduced to 450m2 in areas of
25dw/ha plus.

The minimum lot size for dual occupancy dwellings is 400m2 in areas of 25dw/ha and reduces to 250m2 at ≥45dw/ha.

Definition of 'attached dwelling'
should allow stacking of two
dwellings.

The definition of attached dwelling is as per the Standard Instrument and does permit stacking of dwellings. Multi-dwelling
housing or manor homes would likely be an alternative to achieve this outcome.

Min lot size of 1500m2 for multi
dwelling housing in 15dw/ha is too
large.

A minimum 1,500m2 lot size for multi dwelling housing is an existing control across Growth Centre Precincts in density
targets of 15d/ha. The changes do not reduce the minimum lot size control for multi dwelling housing in the 15dw/ha density
band and is needed to protect general low density character of these areas.

Min lot size of Manor homes should
be more flexible.

The minimum lot size for manor homes is considered appropriate. Until enough examples of this style of housing has been
delivered (or not delivered) to determine if more flexibility is needed. The existing lot size has been determined considering
site controls, provision of parking and provision of private open space.

Car parking requirements should
be determined by proximity to
public transport.

The Department considers existing car parking rates to be appropriate in the Growth Centres for the level of public transport
provision. New rates are included for new housing types such as manor homes and studio dwellings only.

Package should be applied to land
outside the Growth Centres, in

Noted. The Housing Diversity Package only targeting Greenfield housing development within the Growth Centres.
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particular the New Rouse Hill and
Edmondson Park Precinct.
Alan Northey, General Manager - Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils
SSROC suggests that whilst a
small lot size may be permissible, a
lesser net density should also be a
requirement.

The Housing Diversity Package does not propose any changes to density targets already established in the Precinct Plans
under the Growth Centres SEPP. The Package has standardised dwelling types and minimum lot size for each established
density target already in practice across the Growth Centres. Detailed precinct planning will continue to set the minimum
densities for newly released precincts, determined in consultation with the local council.

In setting only minimum lot sizes,
there is no way to ensure a mix of
lot sizes will result. The overprovision of small lots may please
developers, but it does not lend
itself to affordability or socioeconomic diversity.

The DCP been amended to ensure new developments provide a range of lot types and that more dense forms of housing
are located close to open space, services and transport. A lot mix control has been introduced to ensure a mixture of lot
types and housing types are provided in new developments. The lot mix control requires no more than 40% of total lots
proposed in a subdivision application may be of the same lot type.

SSROC urges the NSW
Government to take a holistic and
integrated approach. This requires
less faith in market forces and more
faith in local government and state
government policy to deliver the
desired outcomes.

The Housing Diversity Package is a holistic and integrated approach to housing supply and housing diversity across the
Growth Centres. There is currently a high degree of variation in the application and range of permissible and prohibited
uses across residential zones in the Growth Centres. The Housing Diversity Package offers consistent planning controls
which will be easier for the housing industry to develop and deliver standard product on compact lots.

Location controls have also been introduced to restrict attached housing and multi-dwelling housing and smaller dwelling lot
sizes to specific locations in areas with a density target of 15d/ha. These controls limit these housing types to land fronting
open space/drainage, shops and schools. Further provisions in the draft DCP also require a range of residential types to be
provided and restrict the number of attached dwellings in a row to ensure a mix of housing types and lot sizes to provide
positive streetscape outcomes with distinctive neighbourhood character.

The Package will also help cater for market demand for housing other than the traditional detached home on larger blocks.
The package is consistent with Government policy to increase housing supply and housing affordability, and will provide
improved options for industry to deliver a range of housing types to meet residential density targets across the Growth
Centres. Certain planning controls that currently apply across SSROC LGA's make it difficult for some Precincts to reach
their housing targets, or respond to increasing pressures to deliver the full range of affordable housing types necessary to
meet changing demographic and social trends.

Michael Said, Senior Building Codes Officer - Building Systems Unit Department of Planning and Infrastructure
No provisions in BCA for studio
dwellings, however this is currently
under consideration by Australian
Building and Construction Board.

Studio dwellings are already being developed in the Growth Centres and issues relating to building classification and fire
separation have been addressed through existing provisions in the BCA. Until such time as the BCA is reviewed, studio
dwellings may continue to be developed to meet current BCA requirements. A Delivery Note has been prepared on studio
dwellings to provide additional matters to be considered during assessment.
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Clarification on definition of abutting
dwellings and construction.
Boundary locations and
construction issues, i.e. easements.

"Abutting Dwelling” is intending to capture single dwellings on a single block of land, that is designed and
constructed on a zero lot line immediately adjacent to another dwelling on a different lot that is also built to the zero lot line
and is structurally independent of any other dwelling. The definition is provided in the glossary of the DCP. New controls in
DCP address boundary issues and easements, including:
 requirement at subdivision stage for a S88B instrument on lots earmarked for abutting dwelling construction, as well
as adjoining lots, which identifies proposed zero lot lines;
 where a zero lot line is nominated on allotment on the Building Envelope Plan, the adjoining allotment is to include a
900mm easement to enable servicing, construction and maintenance of the adjoining dwelling. Overhanging eaves
and the like prohibited within the easement;
 The S88B instrument supporting the maintenance easement is to be worded so that Council is removed from any
dispute resolution process .
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Public Submissions
Issue

Response

Phillip Graus - Cox Richardson
Need more reference to urban design
principles. All plans should reflect the
overarching objectives.

The Dwelling Density Guide has been revised to include key subdivision design principles. The example
site options have also been updated to reflect these principles and demonstrate streetscape outcomes.
The example site options also demonstrate compliance with key controls from the Housing Diversity
Package, including location and lot mix controls.

Does the DCP provide sufficient guidance
with regard to public domain, urban design,
street and open space?

The Public Domain Plan (required at DA for subdivision stage) is the first step in addressing the interface
between public domain/private residential properties. A Public Domain Plan is a demonstrating how the
public domain will be developed as a result of future development on the proposed lots.
The DCP provides sufficient controls in regard to streetscape and urban design. The Housing Diversity
Package moves away from a standardised "one size fits all" approach and more strongly ties the
principles of streetscape character to density bands and lot widths - refer to the DCP Sections 1.1 and
Table 1 (Residential Density and Subdivision), Sections 1.2 (Block and Lot Layout) and 4.2 (Streetscape
and Architectural Design) as well as the Housing Diversity Package document “Housing Choice and
Affordability in Growth Areas: Dwelling Density Guide”.

Nino Babani - Mirvac Homes
General support for proposed amendments.
A number of suggested changes to DCP:


Clarification on zero lot line
easements

The DCP has been updated to clarify zero lot line easements. No eaves, gutters or services of the
dwelling on the benefited lot will be permitted in the easement. The burdened lot is to include a 900mm
easement for single storey zero lot walls an 1200mm for two storey dwellings for servicing, construction
and maintenance.



Introduce control to reduce garage
dominance for single storey front
loaded 7m product (less than 50% of
front façade)

A control has been included in the DCP for lots ≥7m and <9m to restrict the garage to less than 40% of
the total area of the front facade.

For lots ≥9m and ≤15m, the control for the length of the zero lot line on the boundary has been amended
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Amend zero lot line boundary for lots
12.5m-15m to 11m to enable garage
and room length



Side setback controls should allow
for building products on lots equal to
12.5m



Amend site coverage control to
include new upper storey site
coverage control of 35% for lots
between 375m² and 450m².

to 11m.

Side setback controls in the summary table for lots ≥9 and ≤15m have been amended to allow housing
products on lots equal to 12.5m.

Site coverage control for lots ≥9m and ≤15m has been revised to include new upper level site coverage
control of 35% for lots >375m².

Lachlan McGregor - Eden Brae Homes
Parking requirements for lots 7-9m wide
need clarification.

Table 7 of the DCP clarifies the parking requirements for lots between 7m and 9m. For lots between 7m9m a single width garage or car space only is to be provided.

Front loaded garages should be permitted on
lots less than 12.5m.

Front loaded garages are permitted on lots >7m and <12.5m provided they are single garages.

Diagram at table 5, Figure 15, and detail in
table 8 are not consistent.

Noted. Table 5 has been amended.

Graham Meredith - Harrington Estates Pty Ltd
Provisions should be included in the DCP to
enable greater flexibility in applying DCP
controls to integrated housing applications.

The DCP allows dwelling design controls to be varied for integrated housing applications in density
bands ≥25d/ha

Support including height of building limits in
the DCP rather than the SEPP.

Noted.

A number of detailed suggestions, including:
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Need for clear definition of ‘net
developable area’

Definition of net developable area is defined in the DCP and ‘Housing Choice and Affordability in Growth
Areas Dwelling Density Guide’.



Tripe garages should be permitted
lots >15m

Triple garages are only permitted in Zones E4 Environmental Living and R5 Large Lot Residential. Triple
garages are considered to impact on streetscape and neighbourhood character in residential areas.



Eaves should be permitted in the
easement (benefited lot) of zero lot
dwellings

Eaves (up to 450mm) are permitted within the easement on the burdened lot. DCP controls prevent
overhanging eaves, gutters or services of the dwelling on the benefited lot within the easement.



40% and 50% upper site coverage
control is too restrictive

Upper level site control of 40% applies to lots ≥4.5m and control of 50% applies to lots with a frontage
width of ≥7m and <9m. The upper site level controls are not considered too restrictive. For example the
controls would allow a typical 8m wide lot (240sqm) an upper site area of 120sqm. The upper site
coverage controls are based on existing examples of small lot housing products currently being
developed in new release areas.



Ability to vary dwelling design
controls for lots < 300m² should
apply in areas with a density of
15d/ha

The ability to vary dwelling design controls is not considered necessary in densities of 15d/ha. DCP
allows dwelling design controls to be varied for lots <300sqm in densities ≥25d/ha as part of an
integrated housing application.



Remove control restricting maximum
number of attached or abutting
dwellings to 6

A maximum of six attached or abutting dwellings is considered appropriate to ensure diverse
streetscapes and provide a mix of housing types.



Clarification on subdivision design
principles – should only apply to lots
<12.5m²

Subdivision design principles apply to all development, including lots over 12.5m. Subdivision design
principles are relevant to all development.



Delete control requiring all lots
adjoining a laneway to utilise the
laneway for vehicular/garage
access.

The control states that all lots adjoining a laneway should utilise the laneway for access. Appropriate
flexibility is provided to allow variation to this control where an acceptable design outcome is proposed.
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Chris Johnson - Urban Taskforce
Support broader range of housing types in
the R2 and R3 zones.

Noted.

Agree that consistent controls will encourage
competition and supply of new housing.

Noted.

Broaden review of LEPs and DCP to include
controls.

The Housing Diversity package is limited to growth centres in first phase. Growth Centres DCPs have
been amended to include new controls as required to support the Growth Centre SEPP Amendment

Infill development in locations of good
transport and services should allow higher
density housing.

Noted. The package will only apply to greenfield development in the Growth Centres at this stage.

Kevin Figueroa - Allam Property Group
There is no defined min lot size for attached
dwellings in the 10dw/ha for NKV. If attached
are prohibited in this density it would be
inconsistent with the objectives of the SEPP.
Recommend a min lot size of 240sqm

The principle adopted in the Housing Diversity Package is to maintain the low density character in the
10d/ha density target areas by not permitting attached, multi-dwelling, manor homes and RFBs. The
exhibited package did not include minimum lot sizes for these dwelling types as they were not intended
to be permissible within the lower density targets.

Inconsistencies with where manor homes are
permitted, these should be allowed in all
densities.

Manor homes have been introduced as a housing option to achieve higher density targets. The
permissibility of manor homes was reviewed following exhibition, specifically in areas with a density
target of 15d/ha. Manor homes will be permitted in areas with a density target of 20d/ha and above. In
density targets of 20ha and 25d/ha, manor homes will be permitted on corner lots. In densities 30d/ha
and above, manor homes will be permissible in all locations.

Min lot frontages in North Kellyville are too
narrow as the density is only 10-12.5dw/ha,
frontages should be reduced to 9m and zero
site setbacks for the ground and upper floors
allowed. This is not flexible enough and

The 10-12.5dw/Ha areas are considered low density areas. The package provides increased flexibility
and improved housing options so that minimum density targets may be achieved. At these densities, the
full range of housing types and smaller lot sizes are not required to meet the density targets. The
principle is that the more intense, compact housing types and greater housing diversity should be located
in areas close to transport, services and proximity to centres and open space.
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inconsistent with the objectives of allowing a
broader range of housing types in these
areas.
Manor homes should be permissible in the
R2 zone, and consideration should be given
to allow manor homes in density targets of
10d/ha and 12.5d/ha.

Manor homes are permissible in the R2 zone in areas with a density target of 20d/ha. Manor homes are
not permitted in areas with a density less than 20d/ha. Manor homes are not required in lower density
areas (10d/ha and 12.5d/ha) to achieve minimum residential densities.

Restriction on amalgamating smaller lots to
create larger lots for residential flat buildings
should be time limited (5 years).

Noted. The aim of this control is to provide certainty about future development and the location of RFBs,
particularly in low density areas where the minimum development lot size for RFBs is 1500sqm. The
Department may revise this control in the future in consultation with councils.

Side setback controls for multi-dwelling
housing should be amended to enable
attached dwellings.

Definition of multi-dwelling housing allows for attached or detached development. The side setback
controls for attached dwellings are consistent with the controls for multi-dwelling housing.

Driveway controls should stipulate that
driveways cannot be closer than 0.5m to the
edge of any drainage pits in the kerb and
gutter.

Driveway controls in the DCP stipulate that driveways are not to be within 1m of drainage facilities on the
kerb and gutter. The Public Domain Plans and Building Envelope Plans will resolve placement issues
and will allow development to demonstrate suitable arrangements have been made.

Paul Melrose - Lend Lease Communities (Australia) Limited
Need to make it clear to Councils that the
Dwelling Density Guide is a guiding
document only, not statutory.

The Dwelling Density Guide is guidance document, demonstrating subdivision layouts to achieve density
targets. The Guide also shows how the relevant subdivision design principles can be applied across a
subdivision. The Guide is not statutory.

Suggest that new planning principles should
be extended to B4 zones also.

The package only applies to residential zones, as the controls are linked to density targets rather than
zone. Within the Growth Centres, density targets are not applied to the B4 zone.

Density Guide should be considered as a
working document, not the ultimate
assessment book of rules.

The Dwelling Density Guide is not intended to be an assessment rule book. The Density Guide is a
subdivision guide to demonstrate how the different density targets can be achieved.

Proposed approval pathways are supported.

Noted.
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These changes and approval pathways
should be applied to other LGAs also.

Noted. Housing Diversity Package only targeting Growth Centres greenfield development at this stage.

Andrew Halmarick - Craig and Rhodes Pty Ltd
Need clarification around where attached
and multidwelling housing is permitted.

Noted. The Growth Centres SEPP will detail where attached and multi-dwelling housing is permitted. The
permissibility of these dwelling types is linked to density targets. In density targets of 10, 11 and 12.5d/ha
in the R2 zone, these dwellings types are not permissible. In areas with a density target of 12.5d/ha in
the R1 zone, attached and multi-dwelling housing is permissible (North Kellyville). In areas with a density
target of 15d/ha, attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing are allowed in specific locations (location
controls). For densities of 20d/ha and above, attached dwellings and multi-dwelling housing are
permissible in all locations.

Need to ensure transitional arrangements
(for not less than 18 months) for sites 500m
and above in 15dw/ha that currently allow
dual occs are in place, as the lot size is
proposed to go to 600m in these areas.

The minimum lot size for dual occupancies in a density target of 15d/ha has been amended to 500m².

Minimum lot size table should specify which
housing types can be torrens, strata or
community title subdivided.

Noted. Definitions in SEPP should provide clarity of titling, for example manor homes and studio
dwellings will be strata. The Package does not specifically reference housing types that can Torrens,
strata or community.

Application should have to demonstrate that
smaller lots and medium density housing
types are located in the right areas, ie
opposite open space or transport.

During Precinct Planning density targets are established. Higher densities are located in areas that will
be close to open space, centres, schools and transport. To ensure small lot housing and medium density
housing types are located in the right areas, a location control has been introduced in the density target
of 15d/ha to restrict smaller lot dwellings and attached and multi-dwelling housing to land fronting open
space, local centres, schools or drainage land.

Alison Brown - BBC Consulting Partners
Principles should be allowed in the B4 mixed
use zone also

The package only applies to residential zones, as the controls are linked to density targets rather than
zone. Within the Growth Centres, density targets are not applied to the B4 zone.
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The proposal should apply to areas outside
of the Growth Centres also, such as Rouse
Hill.

Noted. Housing Diversity Package only targeting Growth Centres greenfield development at this stage.

Robyn Vincin - Planning Institute Australia
Need to ensure developments down to 125m
meet design expectations.
PIA notes that the documentation places
emphasis on good design outcomes.
However,the success of these changes is
particularly dependent on good design of
both buildings and urban form. The
Department is urged to support Councils and
developers to ensure that the built form
results of these policy changes are the best
possible.

It is important that small lots are well designed and do not compromise quality. The package allows
dwellings on lots down to 125m² as part of an integrated development approval. This will ensure dwelling
designs are approved as part of the subdivision, to deliver quality design and streetscape outcomes.
The Dwelling Density Guide has been prepared as a subdivision guide, while Delivery Notes have been
prepared to provide more detailed guidance on design and construction matters. The Department will
continue to monitor the implementation of the package to ensure councils have adequate support and
guidance.

Glenn Byres - Property Council of Australia
Minimum lot size for Manor Homes should
be more flexible. Amend the definition of
multi-dwelling housing, to remove the
requirement for separate access so that 3-4
storey buildings can also be permitted.

The minimum lot size for manor homes is considered appropriate. The 600m2 minimum lot size control
for manor homes has been introduced based on existing successful products being delivered to the
market. Residential developments of 3-4 storeys can be accommodated under the existing definition of
residential flat building. The Department won’t be amending Standard Instrument definitions as there are
implications outside the Growth Centres.

Design requirements of small lot housing
should only be targets, to prevent
prescriptive interpretation. Design controls
should be flexible to leverage innovative
sustainable design.

Councils need quantitative and qualitative controls to assess development. Controls are not seen as
overly prescriptive design solutions, but reasonable performance controls to ensure appropriate design
outcomes.

Housing Code should also be updated to be
consistent with the Package.

The Package is specific to greenfield development in the Growth Centres. The Codes SEPP is a statewide policy for infill and greenfield development. Where possible, the package has been aligned with the
Codes SEPP

This package should be rolled out to other

Noted. Housing Diversity Package only targeting Growth Centres greenfield development at this stage.
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greenfield release areas.
Housing targets should be linked to
population growth and informed by
subregional planning objectives and census
data and use of the Urban Feasibility Model
is applied.

During Precinct Planning zoning and density targets are determined in accordance with housing demand,
town centres, employment areas and key transport routes. Population projections and housing targets
are based on demographic analysis, including census data, undertaken during Precinct Planning.

Michael Buckley - Housing Industry Association
Clarification on garages: For lots ≥ 7m and
<9m (where 2 spaces are required) is it
possible to have a single garage with a car
space within the front boundary setback?
Can lots >9m and <15m have a double
garage?

The DCP outlines garage and car parking controls. For front loaded lots ≥ 7m and <9m only a single
garage can be provided. The driveway (within the property boundary) can be used as a parking space.
Lots greater than 12.5m can have a double garage. Lots below 12.5m can only have single garage.

Minimum rear boundary setback and
articulation zone for corner lots should be
consistent with the Codes SEPP.

DCP secondary setbacks for dwelling houses are consistent or more flexible than the Codes SEPP (lots
4.5m-15m+ wide, 125sqm-450sqm, have secondary setback of 1-2m in comparison to 2m in the Codes
SEPP). The DCP controls do not prevent the Codes SEPP from being utilised for a registered lot. The
DCP controls also allow additional flexibility to accommodate a variety of different lot configurations and
dwelling designs.

Concern that the DCP requires two feature
elements for primary and secondary facades.
One feature element is considered
acceptable

The DCP requires dwellings on corner lots to address both street frontages and requires two design
features for each frontage. This requirement is considered appropriate for corner lots and will provide
acceptable design and streetscape outcomes.

Zero lot easements should be used for the
location of services.

The DCP controls prevent overhanging eaves, gutters or services of the benefited lot to be located in the
easement. The burdened lot must include a 900mm easement for single storey dwellings to enable
servicing, construction and maintenance of the adjoining dwelling.

Internal single and double garage length
dimension should be consistent with the
AS2890.1 at 5.4 metres.

The Package does not change existing controls for garage length.

Amendments to the GC SEPP and the

The Package is specific to greenfield development in the Growth Centres. The Codes SEPP is a state-
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Codes SEPP should be consistent.

wide policy for infill and greenfield development. Where possible, the package has been aligned with the
Codes SEPP.

David Taylor - Dart West
9.0m lot width prescribed in the DCP for the
assessment Pathway A2 could be reduced to
8.5m based on market research and product
development.

Although there may be an attractive 8.5m house design, industry research was undertaken and 9m was
the agreed safe threshold for a ‘fail safe’ design. A 9m zero lot allows for a single garage, a front door
entry and a habitable room on the ground floor (3m + 1.5m + 3.5m = 8m wide dwelling).

Have the design parameters for laneways
been tested with Council garbage collection
requirements

Yes. Rear lanes have been used on many projects throughout Sydney for the last 15 years, lessons
learnt and most councils now have practical experience of the garbage collection issue. It is a very
important concern for Councils, particularly as their fleet is geared around automated bin collection from
low density suburbs. More information is provided on sweep paths in the Delivery Note: Laneways.

It is considered appropriate that only one
parking space be required behind the
building line, while the remaining can be
provided in front of the building line

The DCP controls require at least one car space to be provided behind the building façade line. One car
space may include the driveway (within the property boundary).

Clarification that controls in Table 13 are also
for R1 zone.

The table has been amended to include the R1 zone to reflect the permissibility of RFBs in the R1 zone

There is concern in regards to the lawfulness
of the requirement to have an approved
dwelling design attached to the 88B

Councils have continued to express concern that for compact and narrow lots, dwelling designs to
determine streetscape outcomes and integration of more complex subdivision and serves are required.
The approval pathways reflect existing practices employed by some growth area councils to facilitate
early release of land. Further the SEPP now includes a requirement for integrated house and subdivision
assessment to facilitate lots less than 225sqm.

Department could develop a standard for
zero lot easements and wording of 88B
certificates.

A Delivery Note for zero lot boundaries prepared to provide guidance.

Stephen Albin - Urban Development Institute of Australia
There should be minimal imposition of
controls in relation to limiting the use of small

The package aims to create flexibility to enable density targets to be achieved across the Growth
Centres. In low density areas the full range of housing types and lot sizes are not required to meet
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lot housing throughout the Growth Centres.

density targets. In low density areas (15d/ha) a location control has been introduced to limit the location
of ‘medium’ density housing types to lots fronting public open space or in a Neighbourhood or Local
Centre. In high densities, more flexibility is required to achieve the required densities. In higher density
targets (>20d/ha), the full range of housing types and lot sizes will be permitted.

Controls prescribing a mix of lot widths
should be limited as it introduces
unreasonable constraints on the industry
ability to respond to the market.

The package creates opportunities for housing diversity, but there were no specific controls in the
exhibited package to require a range of lot sizes and housing to be delivered. To ensure housing
diversity is achieved, a lot mix control has been introduced to ensure a diversity of lot types is provided at
the subdivision stage. The control states “No more than 40% of the total residential lots proposed in a
subdivision development application may be of the same lot type”.

Any concerns related to the dominance of
garages on the streetscape can be managed
through simple controls.

The DCP includes controls to limit garage dominance, particularly for small lots.

Concern with the width of the road reserve
for laneway could be too wide.

The laneway cross-sections have been based on research of existing projects and sweep paths and
reversing requirements. Further work has been undertaken post-exhibition to demonstrate that the
cross-sections are appropriate and will accommodated the required functions of the laneway. A Delivery
Note has been prepared to provide further guidance on laneway design and cross-sections.

Broad, not restrictive, controls that
encourage small lot product close to shops,
parks and transport and discourage them in
locations distant from these amenities should
be supported to promote household amenity
and compensate for turning off certain
controls such as solar access.

Location controls have been introduced in density target of 15d/ha to ensure smaller lot houses and
medium density housing types are in appropriate locations, close to shops, parks and transport. Higher
density targets are established during Precinct Planning and are located close to centres, open space
and services.

Restricting dwelling design to S88B under B1
could limit flexibility for the consumer and
restrict the ability for the industry to respond
to changes in the market

Councils have continued to express concern that for compact and narrow lots, dwelling designs to
determine streetscape outcomes and integration of more complex subdivision and serves are required.
The approval pathways reflect existing practices employed by some growth area councils to facilitate
early release of land. Further the SEPP now includes a requirement for integrated house and subdivision
assessment to facilitate lots less than 225sqm.
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John Kavallaris
Support for housing diversity in the Growth
Centres. The package responds to changing
household needs.

Noted.

Anonymous
Support for the proposed amendments.
Encouraging dual accoupancies, attached
dwellings and fonzie flats is the way forward
for suburban density in Sydney.

Noted.

Anonymous
The land size for corner blocks and Manor
homes could be reduced to 500sqm or
450sqm

Manor homes are a new type of housing introduced through the package. The approach has been to
establish controls for manor homes based on current industry examples that will deliver manor homes on
larger lots (600m²) without impacting on the streetscape or adjoining development.

These changes should be allowed in all
areas of Sydney

This package has been conceived and designed to apply only to the Growth Centres. The package is
designed for greenfield development and is based on density targets. Further work would be required to
investigate options for applying the controls in the package to other areas of Sydney.

Anonymous
Department should consider lowering further
the minimum lot sizes of low density areas to
100m2 to create more affordable housing.

The minimum lot sizes in the package are based on examples from recent masterplanned developments
and industry research. Proposed changes are viewed as sufficient to improve housing diversity and
affordability.

Joan King
Small lots should be set back from the street
with either a garage or designated car space.

The cumulative impact on the streetscape would be very poor. The more urban style dwellings and
streetscapes do not rely on setbacks for car parking/garages to achieve quality streetscape outcomes.
Very small lots (<7m) are required to have rear access to garages. Small lots can then have a double
garage off a rear lane, whereas if front loaded, they would be restricted to a single garage. On-street
parking is more important in small lot areas, so street types with parking on both sides are usually
provided.

The small lots will provide a greater

Noted.
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opportunity for young couples, down sizers
and single people to be able to afford a
home.
Colleen Abela - Rouse Hill Heights Action Group Inc.
Very Low Density Zone in Area 20 should be
removed.
Laneways could provide sites for crime and
hiding criminals and are a waste if valuable
housing land.

This package does not propose any changes to existing density targets or zoning set during Precinct
Planning.
Rear lanes enable higher densities to be delivered with torrens title terrace or narrow, zero lot houses
rather than residential flat buildings and strata, medium density developments. Controls are included in
the DCP and Delivery Note: Laneways to ensure laneways are designed to be safe and provide
opportunities for surveillance.

Not many people want to live in small
homes. There is an underrepresetation of
normal sized lots.

The package aims to great flexibility and housing options to meet changing demand. The package does
not prevent larger sized lots or changes the density target areas already set through Precinct Planning. In
the low density target areas larger sized lots will still be provided. At higher densities, more housing types
are required (including small lot houses) to enable minimum density targets to be achieved.

Housing is not affordable because of the
charges by Government and state
infrastructure costs.

There are a range of factors that impact on housing affordability. The changes in the Package aim to
improve affordability through new subdivision approval pathways and increasing more affordable housing
options, such as small lot housing and studio dwellings.

David Bennett - Shaping suburbia
Consider further increasing densities based
on evidence based research of appropriate
areas and levels.

The density targets are minimum densities to be achieved across the Growth Centres. This package
does not propose any changes to existing minimum density targets set by the ILP process.

An increase in densities in infill and
greenfield should be reviewed.

Minimum density targets apply to greenfield development in the Growth Centres. This package does not
propose any changes to existing density targets set by the ILP process. A review of density targets for
infill and greenfield development was not part of this package.
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Appendix D | Key Stakeholders notified by mail of public
exhibition
Blacktown City Council
Camden Council
Campbelltown City Council
Liverpool City Council
The Hills Shire Council
Hawkesbury City Council
Urban Growth
Office of Western Sydney, Department of
Premier and Cabinet
WSROC
Local Government and Shires Assocation
Mayor of Liverpool City Council
Mayor of Campbelltown City Council
Mayor of Camden Council
Mayor of The Hills Shire Council
Mayor of Blacktown City Council
Mayor of Hawkesbury City Council
State Member for Hawkesbury
State Member for Riverstone
State Member for Macquarie Fields
State Member for Liverpool
State Member for Camden
State Member for Mulgoa
Wollongong City Council
Newcastle City Council
Greater Taree City Council
Muswellbrook Shire Council
Urban Taskforce of Australia
Property Council of Australia

Real Estate Institute of NSW
Royal Australian Institute of Architects
UDIA NSW
Housing Industry Association
Planning Institute of Australia
Allam Homes
Australand
AV Jennings
Brown Consulting
Castlehaven Homes
Clarendon Homes
DartWest Developments
Eden Brae Homes
Greenfields
Harrington Property
Home and Land Direct
Legacy Property
Mirvac
Property Advisory
Rawson Communities
Sekisui House
Stockland
Sunland Group
Urban Pacific
Villawood Properties
Winten
NewQuest
Lend Lease
AECOM
Conybeare Morrison
Cox Richardson
LFA
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Appendix E | Councils notified by email of public exhibition
Auburn Council
Bankstown City Council
Blue Mountains City Council
Fairfield City Council
Holroyd City Council
Parramatta City Council
Penrith City Council
Shoalhaven City Council
Shellharbour City Council
Kiama Municipal Council
Great Lakes Council
Gosford City Council
Port Stephens Council
Lake Macquarie City Council
Maitland City Council
Singleton Council
Upper Hunter Shire Council
Wyong Shire Council
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